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FOREWORD 

 
1. A-12-206-001/PT-000, Manual of Flying Training, Bell Model 206B Jet Ranger III, is issued on the    
authority of the Chief of Defence Staff.  It is effective upon receipt. 
 
2.. Suggestions for amendments shall be forwarded through normal channels to Central Flying 
School, Attention: Standards Flight Commander (SFC). 
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CHAPTER 1  
 

BASIC HELICOPTER TRAINING 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The purpose of this manual is to amplify and to supplement the information contained in the BHT-
206B3-FM-1 Rotorcraft Flight Manual (RFM), BHT-206B3-AOI(T)-00 Aircraft Operating Instructions (AOI) 
and the BHT-206B3-FCC-01 Flight Crew Checklist (FCC).  Although many of the principles and 
procedures are applicable to all helicopters, the techniques described here apply specifically to the Jet 
Ranger as configured for the Contracted Flying Training and Support (CFTS) contract. 
 
2. New motor skills must be learned in order to fly a helicopter.  Developing these skills is physically 
demanding, particularly in the initial stages of training.  In addition, students are seldom satisfied with the 
rate at which they learn these new skills.  This dissatisfaction often results in a lack of self-confidence and 
frustration. 
 
3. Helicopter flying training cannot entirely be compared with fixed-wing training; students must keep 
an open mind if they are to assimilate all aspects of helicopter flying. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
4. The Airmanship sections in this manual contain relevant information that pilots should consider 
while operating the helicopter in various environments and situations.  This information generally falls 
outside of the material covered in AOI or RFM and is information that applies to the safe, professional 
operation of any rotary-wing aircraft.  The goal is to raise pilots’ situational awareness so they will 
exercise better decision making while operating the aircraft. 
 
 
PROCEDURE VERSUS TECHNIQUE 
 
5. Procedures are presented in the AOI and RFM.  They describe manoeuvres with only basic 
instructions for the pilot.  The flight profile, basic control inputs and positioning of the aircraft, is the 
primary concern.  It is the pilot’s responsibility to fly the profile.  Techniques are methods or suggestions 
that individual pilots use to help complete manoeuvres smoothly and to fly the desired profile/procedure 
correctly.  Techniques are tools to complete a procedure, not a substitute for procedure.  Individual 
instructors will “break down” each procedure to present techniques or extra tips to aid the student as 
required in a manner that is best suited to the individual’s learning methodology. 
 
 
FLYING INSTRUCTION 
 
6. Pre-flight Preparation.  As in your earlier phases of training, each flight training event (Cockpit 
Procedures Trainer or Air Lesson) has clearly defined aims for you to complete.  You should review these 
aims and be prepared to discuss and answer questions about flight procedures, emergencies, routes, and 
airmanship issues as required by the training syllabus matrix. 
 
7. Pre-flight Brief.  Your flight instructor will guide you through the Pre-Flight Brief for the applicable 
flight training event.  This is the time to clear up any confusion you may have about procedures, 
emergencies, routes, and conduct of the flight.  Asking questions during the brief will preserve the flight 
training event time for hands-on training.    
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8. Air Lesson.  The Air Lessons will be extremely busy.  Your instructor will direct the conduct of 
flight to ensure all requirements are met and provide brief, concise critiques to improve your future 
performance.   
   
9. Post-flight Review.  Following the Air Lesson, your flight instructor will conduct a detailed review 
of your performance during the flight.  The evaluation is a constructive discussion that addresses your 
specific strengths and weaknesses along with recommendations that will guide you towards increasing 
your flying proficiency. 
 
 
FLIGHT SAFETY 
 
10. In addition to those associated with fixed-wing aircraft, certain safety precautions must be 
observed.  For example, when approaching or departing a single-rotor helicopter with engines started and 
the rotor turning, personnel should proceed through the front quarter (10 o'clock to 2 o'clock) and in plain 
view of the pilot at the controls.  Before proceeding under a rotor, a 'thumbs-up' signal must be given by 
the pilot at the controls.  Personnel should crouch as low as possible whenever moving under the rotor to 
provide maximum safety clearance. 
 
11. Because the helicopter is inherently unstable and much of the flying is done relatively close to the 
ground, it is vitally important that it is always clearly understood who is flying the helicopter.  Pilots must 
adhere strictly to the procedure "You have control - I have control" for handing over control of the 
helicopter. (Refer to CF Flying Orders, B-GA-100-001/AA-000, Chapter 5, General Flight Rules.) 
 
12. A good look-out is required in all aircraft, but because of the low altitude and the unprepared 
areas in which helicopters operate, increased vigilance must be exercised.  The visibility from the Jet 
Ranger cockpit is generally good; however, blind spots, such as those caused by window and door 
frames, can obscure the field of vision. 
 
 
RELATED PUBLICATIONS 
 
13. In addition to this Manual of Flying Training, familiarity with the following publications is 
essential to the successful completion of the Phase III RW training program: 
 

A. BHT-206B3-FCC-01 Flight Crew Checklist;  
B. BHT-206B3-AOI(T)-00 Aircraft Operating Instructions;  
C. B-GA-100-001/AA-000 CF Flying Orders; and  
D. Canada Wings Aviation Training Centre Flying Orders.  
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CHAPTER 2  
 

HELICOPTER FLIGHT CONTROLS  
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Like fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters can be controlled in the pitching, yawing, and rolling planes.  
However, because lift and thrust (total lift reaction) are derived from one source, the main rotor, 
helicopters can also be flown in a hover. 
 
2. Helicopter flight control systems are more complex than those in the airplanes you flew in your 
previous training.  The main rotor disc takes most of the power output from the engine and uses it to 
create lift to keep the helicopter airborne as well as to produce the thrust that creates movement in the 
horizontal plane.  Torque forces produced in turning the main rotor are counteracted by the tail or 'anti-
torque' rotor.  In a hover, the tail rotor provides directional control.  In normal powered flight, the rotor 
RPM remains relatively constant, and lift and thrust are regulated by changing the pitch angle of the rotor 
blades.   
 
3. Helicopter flight controls, as well as control responses, are in many ways similar to those in a 
fixed-wing aircraft, but the function of the controls and their interactions vary considerably from those of 
fixed-wing aircraft.  The information in this and following chapters concerning flight manoeuvres is specific 
to the Bell 206B3 Jet Ranger as flown at 3 CFFTS, but in most cases will apply to any helicopter with a 
single counter-clockwise rotating main rotor system. 
 
 
COLLECTIVE PITCH LEVER 
 
4. The collective pitch lever is located on the left side of each pilot’s seat.  Movement of the 
collective changes the pitch angle of the main rotor blades an equal amount simultaneously or 
'collectively' and thereby controls the amount of the total lift reaction (TLR).  For example, when the 
collective is raised, the pitch angle of each blade is increased an equal amount, the amount of the TLR is 
increased, and the helicopter climbs.  Similarly, when the collective is lowered, the TLR is decreased, and 
the helicopter descends. 
 

 
Figure 2-1  Collective 
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CYCLIC CONTROL STICK 
 
5. The cyclic control stick is located forward of the centre of each pilot’s seat.  Movement of the 
cyclic changes the pitch angle of the main rotor blades in a sequential or ‘cyclical’ manner and thereby 
controls the direction or orientation of the TLR.  Cyclic inputs increase main rotor blade pitch on one half 
of the rotor disc and decrease the main rotor blade pitch on the other half, which causes the rotor disc to 
tilt in the same direction that the cyclic is moved.  In this manner, the cyclic control stick is used to control 
the aircraft attitude, thereby controlling speed and direction by tilting the rotor disc in the desired direction, 
converting some lift into a horizontal component. 
 
6. It is important to always keep positive control of the cyclic.  At normal RRPM, allowing the cyclic 
to move in any direction will displace the rotor disc in that direction.  The first indication of rotor disc 
displacement is visual, but if this is missed, the rotor head will begin to impact the main rotor mast making 
a distinctive banging noise and increasing vibrations in the cockpit.  The other danger is that the low flying 
blades could impact ground personnel and in extreme cases the tail-rotor boom. 
 

 
 Figure 2-2  Cyclic 

 
 
THROTTLE AND GOVERNING SYSTEM 
 
7. A particularly important relationship you must understand is how movement of the collective 
affects engine power.  A twist-grip throttle, located on the collective, is connected to the gas-producer fuel 
control.  For normal flight, the throttle is rotated to the full open position to set the power train system in 
the “governing range.”   Once the system is in the “governing range,” the rotor RPM (NR) and power 
turbine RPM (N2) are set at 100% and regulated by the power turbine governor (with minor adjustments 
made, as required, using the INCR/DECR switch on the end of the collective).  The governing system will 
maintain the selected N2/NR relatively constant throughout all collective/power changes. 
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Figure 2-3 Throttle 

 
8. This system works well when control inputs are small or power changes are made gradually 
(smoothly).   However, the system is slower to respond with very aggressive or very large control inputs.  
When the collective is jerked up, the engine cannot react quickly enough, and N2/NR will droop (decrease 
speed).    Eventually the engine catches up, and N2/NR returns to normal.  This lag in response can be a 
problem in situations in which the pilot needs to arrest the descent rate to prevent hitting the ground and 
must raise the collective very aggressively.  Instantaneous power may not be available, and the aircraft 
may impact the ground.  If the impact is avoided, the NR may droop to the point the tail-rotor may lose 
effectiveness due to its decreased RPM and yaw may be uncontrollable until governed RPM is restored. 
 
9. Lowering the collective quickly also poses a potential hazard for the main rotor system.  
Slamming the collective down instantaneously unloads the main rotor and causes NR to increase.  This is 
especially noticeable during turns and decelerations.  Collective management becomes very important 
during sequences that entail decelerations, descents, and turns.  High density altitudes also affect NR;  
this is particularly noticeable during autorotations.  When NR limits are exceeded, the aircraft is 
unserviceable until it is inspected by maintenance personnel. 
 
 
TAIL-ROTOR PEDALS 
 
10. The tail-rotor pedals are located on the floor in front of each pilot’s seat.  Movement of the tail-
rotor pedals changes the pitch of the tail-rotor blades ‘collectively’ and thereby changes the amount of 
thrust created by the tail-rotor.  The main function of the tail-rotor is to counteract yaw caused by the 
torque driving the main rotor.  When power is increased, torque tends to turn the nose of the helicopter to 
the right.  By applying left pedal, the pitch on the tail-rotor blades is increased, producing a lift force in the 
horizontal plane that counteracts the torque effect.  Similarly, as power/torque is decreased, the 
application of right pedal will decrease the anti-torque force produced by the tail-rotor and prevent the 
nose from yawing left.  In this manner, the tail-rotor pedals are used to control aircraft heading in a hover 
and to coordinate turns in forward flight. 
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Figure 2-4 Pedal Movement Animation 

 
 
11. Another important aspect to consider when discussing the tail-rotor is how tail-rotor thrust affects 
power requirements.  When hovering or in other profiles in which high power is required, overly 
aggressive application of the left pedal can cause an over-torque, and in some cases may cause the main 
rotor to droop.  The following are two flight profiles you may fly that are prime examples of situations in 
which care must be taken with tail-rotor applications.  The first is hovering on a high density altitude day 
while at maximum gross weight.  Left pedal turns, sideward flight, and/or hovering out of wind take careful 
and judicious use of tail-rotor power.  Smooth use of all controls and anticipating power requirements is 
the only way to keep torque within limits.  Another less obvious flight regime is a climbing left turn in 
coordinated flight.  Again, the pilot sets a high power setting with the collective and then increases the 
power requirement from the engine by adding left pedal.  Smooth control inputs are the key to maintaining 
torque within limits. 
 
 
FIXED HORIZONTAL STABILIZER 
 
12. The fixed horizontal stabilizer is an inverted airfoil mounted midway along the tail boom that 
maintains the helicopter in a nearly level attitude in high-speed forward flight.  Without this stabilizer, the 
nose would become progressively lower as speed is increased. 
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Figure 2-5  Fixed Horizontal Stabilizer 

 
VERTICAL STABILIZER 
 
13. The vertical stabilizer is mounted on the end of the tail boom on the right side opposite the tail- 
rotor. It is positioned with a 5-1/2  degree right offset that produces a right sideward force during forward 
flight that reduces the amount of left pedal displacement required to maintain coordinated flight at higher 
airspeeds.  This reduction in left pedal also results in a reduction in the power (torque) required to fly at a 
desired airspeed.  In a hover or slow flight, the vertical stabilizer reacts with the relative wind to 
weathervane the aircraft into the wind. 
 
 

 
Figure 2-6  Vertical Stabilizer 
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CONTROL MOVEMENT 
 
14. The Bell 206 normally operates with hydraulically assisted cyclic and collective controls, and the 
pressure needed to move the controls is very light.  Your flight instructor will often use the term “control 
pressure” instead of the term “control movement.”  However, both the cyclic and the collective are 
equipped with friction controls to add resistance to control movements if required.  It is important to 
remember that there are no centring springs or dampers to limit how quickly or how far these controls can 
be moved.  A light touch is required to fly the Jet Ranger smoothly. 
 
15. In the event of a hydraulic failure or if the system is turned off, cyclic and collective control 
pressures increase significantly.  While the aircraft is still fully functional and will fly normally, the cyclic 
becomes very stiff and must be held in the desired location until the input takes effect on the rotor disc.  
The collective seeks equilibrium of forces in the rotor system, and in most cases will be easier to lower 
than to raise.  Coordinated, controlled, measured, smooth, and anticipated inputs are required to fly well 
without hydraulics. 
 
16. The tail-rotor pedals, although not hydraulically boosted, require an equally light pressure to 
operate because of the mechanical advantage in the control system. 
 
 
CONTROL COORDINATION 
 
17. To fly a helicopter smoothly and accurately, you should have a complete understanding of the 
effects the various controls have on one another.  Moving one control will generally require a 
simultaneous adjustment of one or more of the other controls.  These control interactions are caused by 
torque changes, changes to the amount and direction of total lift reaction, and by small changes in the 
N2/NR caused by governor over or under control (turbine wander). 
 
18. For example, to increase airspeed in forward flight, move the cyclic forward slightly to increase 
the thrust (horizontal) component of the TLR.  This tilting of the TLR results in a reduction of the lift 
(vertical) component of the TLR, so you must raise the collective to increase the amount of the TLR to 
maintain altitude.  Torque increases and yaws the aircraft to the right requiring more left pedal for 
coordinated flight. 
 
19. In addition, movement of each control has secondary effects as well as the primary effects 
described in the previous paragraphs.  Not only does raising the collective increase rotor blade pitch and 
cause the helicopter to climb, but due to the aerodynamic effects of flight velocity, the increased pitch 
resulting from raising the collective also causes the helicopter to pitch up due to the greater increase in lift 
on the advancing blade.  Similarly, lowering the collective will cause the helicopter to pitch down.  You 
must also consider these secondary effects of control during the various phases of flight. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 

GROUND HANDLING 
 

GENERAL 
 
1. Ground and ramp operations in a helicopter are similar to those for fixed-wing aircraft in many 
ways, but very different in other important ways.  Semi-rigid main rotor systems in transient states (start, 
run-up, and shutdown) or at low NR are susceptible to flapping damage (rigid rotors are less affected, as 
is a rotor system such as the 412 CF).  Skid equipped helicopters present particular challenges since the 
only way to taxi is to fly them.  The Bell 206B Jet Ranger III has excellent forward and side visibility but 
has extremely limited visibility behind.  Extreme care must be taken to ensure that the tail-rotor, which 
extends approximately 26 feet behind the pilot’s seat, remains clear of obstacles. 
 
2. Always take a few seconds to note the location of other aircraft and obstacles before strapping in.  
Never forget, you are ultimately responsible for the safe operation of your aircraft.  If at any time you are 
unsure about ATC instructions or if the aircraft is clear from obstacles, STOP!  Take a few seconds to 
communicate with ATC, and when you are satisfied that you are clear, proceed. 
 

 
Figure 3-1  Ramp Operations 

 
 
FLIGHT AUTHORIZATION AND AIRCRAFT ACCEPTANCE 
 
3. The Training Information Management System (TIMS) is used for flight authorization and flying 
time accounting.  Sign-out and sign-in procedures are in accordance with applicable directives.  
 
4. “Air Time” is computed to the nearest tenth of an hour from the Hobbs meter pre-flight and post-
flight indications.  “Flight Time” is computed to the nearest tenth of an hour from “rotor start” to “rotor stop” 
and is the time recorded in your logbook.  
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PRE-FLIGHT CHECK 
 
5. This is a visual inspection of the helicopter and the surrounding area, and it is done in accordance 
with the Bell 206B Jet Ranger III Flight Crew Checklist (206B FCC).  The Interior and Exterior Checks 
detailed in the 206B FCC are your opportunity to ensure that the aircraft is serviceable.  You should point 
out any discrepancies to your instructor before commencing the Engine Start check. 
 
6. The pre-flight is a time to gain situational awareness for the upcoming flight.  Take time to note 
the position of the aircraft on the line, relative winds, ramp condition, other aircraft in the area, and the 
location of any ground support equipment.  From these pieces of information, determine if equipment 
needs to be moved, if the aircraft needs to be repositioned for start and run-up, what your probable route 
from the ramp will be, and finally, what your departure path from the aerodrome will be.   
 
7. On solo trips, ensure that the co-pilot's seat belt, shoulder harness, and intercom cord are 
properly secured. 
 
 
PRE-START CHECK 
 
8. Complete the Pre-Start Check as detailed in the 206B FCC.  Ensure you understand all items on 
the Check List. 
 
 
GROUND HANDLING SIGNALS 
 
9. Marshalling signals are not normally used in Southport, but you may experience them at other 
aerodromes. Select from the menu in Figure 3-2 below to view specific signals you may encounter during 
future helicopter flying.   
 

 
Figure 3-2  Marshalling Signals Animation 
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START AND RUN-UP 
 
10. Complete the Engine Start, Engine Run-up, Hydraulic System, and Deceleration Checks as 
detailed in the 206B FCC. 
 
11. Starting the aircraft is a critical phase of every flight.  During the few seconds that pass after the 
starter is engaged until a stable idle is achieved, the engine and rotor system are in transient and 
unstable states.  The steps after the starter button is depressed until it is released must be committed to 
memory and performed without hesitation.  Immediate recognition of situations requiring an abort start is 
essential.  Anticipate a normal start, but always be prepared for an abnormal start requiring pilot action to 
prevent damage to the engine.  Take the time to locate the Ignition CB prior to beginning the start 
evolution. 
 
12. To prevent damage from blade sailing during engine start procedures, ensure that the cyclic 
control stick is in the neutral or zero-pitch position.  It will be necessary for you to hold the cyclic in this 
position with your knees because both your hands are required to start the helicopter.  You must keep the 
cyclic under positive control whenever the rotor is turning. 
 
13. The anti-torque pedals should also be centralized and kept under positive control during the start 
procedure to prevent unintentional yaw.  This is especially important when starting or shutting down on 
slippery surfaces.  For this reason, torque should not exceed 40% during engine acceleration to full 
throttle. 
 
 
PRE-TAKEOFF CHECK 
 
14. The Pre-takeoff Check is carried out as detailed in the 206B FCC. 
 
15. Under the item “Pre-takeoff brief,” consideration should be given to the following: 
 

a. All-up weight of the helicopter; 
 

b. Anticipated hover power (torque and TOT); 
 

c. Available power (torque and TOT); and 
 

d. Position of centre of gravity (CG) (weight distribution) and resulting aircraft handling 
characteristics. 

 
16. Normally with the Jet Ranger, maximum torque will be reached prior to maximum allowable 
turbine outlet temperature (TOT), but in very hot-weather operations TOT may limit available power.    
 
17. Weight distribution will affect the flight attitude and cyclic positioning.  For example, when flying 
dual, the helicopter tends to hover nose-down/left-skid-low, and the cyclic will have to be positioned 
slightly aft and to the right to compensate for the weight distribution. 
 
 
HOVER, PRE-DEPARTURE AND IN-FLIGHT CHECKS 
 
18. Hover, Pre-departure, and In-flight checks are to be carried out as detailed in the 206B FCC. 
 
19. The CG check is completed to ensure that the cyclic position corresponds to aircraft loading and 
also to ensure that the CG is within controllability limits.  This check is done on the initial take-off of the 
flight and whenever there is a change of CG, such as embarking of passengers and load variations.  
While into wind, the engine instruments are checked to determine power required to hover.  The hover 
torque and TOT indications are then compared to maximum allowable limits to determine if sufficient 
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power reserve is available to complete the assigned mission safely.  If the results of either one of these 
checks differ significantly than anticipated during the Pre-takeoff brief, then the reason for the discrepancy 
shall be determined prior to further flight. 
 
 
HOVERING AND TAXI ING 
 
20. Since the Jet Ranger is equipped with skid-type landing gear, it must be hover-taxied when 
manoeuvring on the aerodrome.  When taxiing, sufficient clearance must be maintained from other 
aircraft or obstacles on the ramp.  In addition, because the downwash created by the rotor can be a 
hazard to other aircraft, taxiing upwind of, or in close proximity to, all light aircraft and helicopters that are 
starting up or shutting down must be avoided. 
 

 
 

Figure 3-3 Taxi Downwash 
 
 
PARKING PROCEDURES 
 
21. Normally, helicopters are parked into wind at designated spots on the ramp area.  Your 
awareness of the relative wind will aid in planning/anticipating the location for parking the aircraft.  You 
must not land immediately next to helicopters that are starting up, shutting down, or being refuelled. 
 
 
ENGINE SHUTDOWN AND POST-FLIGHT PROCEDURES 
 
22. The Engine Shutdown check is carried out as detailed in the 206B FCC. 
 
23. The cyclic and pedals should be centralized and the collective fully down until the main rotor has 
stopped.  The collective shall not be raised, nor pedal applied to facilitate rotor slow-down; blade stall and 
impact with the airframe could result.  Normally, the rotor brake will be used to slow the rotor, however, 
care must be taken when applying the rotor brake on slippery surfaces as the aircraft may slide or rotate.  
You must remain at the controls until the rotors have stopped turning. 
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ENTERING AND LEAVING THE COCKPIT WITH THE ENGINE RUNNING 
 
24. Anytime the main rotor is turning the helicopter has the potential for flight.  Constant vigilance is 
required to ensure that positive control of the flight controls is maintained at all times.  This is especially 
true while pilots enter and leave the cockpit.  The pilot at the controls should direct crew changes and 
ensure the location of all personnel within the rotor arc is known.  No one should be allowed to enter or 
leave the rotor arc while a pilot is entering or leaving the cockpit.  In addition, during crew changes the 
throttle should be in the idle position to minimize the risk of inadvertent rotation or lift-off.  The pilot-in-
control must “guard the controls” to prevent excessive movement of the cyclic and/or collective in case 
the entering or exiting pilot inadvertently strikes them. 
 
25. The incoming pilot should request and receive permission to enter the rotor arc.  When the 
exiting pilot opens the door, the incoming pilot should hold the door to prevent it from flapping in the rotor 
wash.   Before entering the cockpit, the pilot may be required to reach forward and adjust the pedals to 
the desired location.  The pilot, when entering the cockpit, should be particularly careful not to make 
contact with the cyclic while sliding into the seat.  Once in the seat, the entering pilot should take care to 
keep the lap belt from catching on the collective as the harness is put into place and buckled.  Finally, 
signal the exiting pilot to close the door and move the handle to the locked position. 
 
26. The exiting pilot should ensure that the incoming pilot has control of the aircraft before 
unstrapping.    The exiting pilot must ensure that there is no contact with the cyclic while sliding from the 
seat. Once standing outside the aircraft, the exiting pilot should take control of the door and hold it until 
the incoming pilot is seated and signals for the door to be closed.  Ensure that the door latches are closed 
and that the handle is in the locked position.  Request permission to leave the rotor arc, and when 
approved, leave the rotor arc between the 10 o’clock and 2 o’clock positions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

LEVEL FLIGHT, TURNS, CLIMBS, AND DESCENTS 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The basic flying techniques described in this chapter are generally applicable to all rotary-wing 
aircraft.  The concept of attitude flying will be introduced and is the basis for establishing sound habits for 
the remainder of rotary-wing flight training and the operational assignments that follow.  These concepts 
remain constant for all helicopters flown regardless of size and weight.  A thorough understanding of the 
concepts and mechanics will provide a standardized point of reference for all pilots from which to work in 
the future. 
 
2. The engine-driven rotor system enables a helicopter to fly.  Proper coordination of cyclic, 
collective, and anti-torque pedals controls the flight.  Abrupt or large movements of the flight controls are 
not required to accomplish any manoeuvre.  Smooth, measured control inputs and corrections are 
required to precisely fly a helicopter.  Hydraulically boosted controls move easily, and caution should be 
used to avoid over controlling. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3. Maintain a careful lookout at all times.  Prior to climbing, descending, or turning, ensure that the 
intended flight path is clear. 
 
4. Maintain sufficient altitude to enable a turn into wind in the event of an emergency requiring an 
autorotative descent and landing. 
 
5. Crosscheck engine instruments during power changes and coordinate pedal movement with 
collective movements to keep the ball in the centre. 
 
 
ATTITUDE FLYING 
 
6. Attitude flying is the technique of using references outside the cockpit (in particular the horizon) to 
attain and maintain the appropriate attitude for the desired flight condition i.e., airspeed and/or angle of 
bank.  Attitude is controlled about the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes.  While in flight, the aircraft 
may change attitude about only one axis at a time, but more likely it will simultaneously change attitudes 
about two or three axes to complete a manoeuvre.  The attitude of the aircraft and the amount of power 
applied determine the aircraft’s movement in three-dimensional space. 
 
7. As the aircraft manoeuvres through space following the rotor disc, the fuselage attitude will not 
match that of the rotor disc.  Unlike an airplane, which has the lift device (rigid wings) attached to the 
fuselage, helicopter fuselages hang from hinged rotor systems.  The airframe positions itself in reaction to 
gravity, lateral g-loading, and fuselage profile drag.  The airframe reacts (in three axes) in a repeatable 
manner consistent with the rotor disc displacement.  This is an important concept, since pilots take their 
visual cues by referencing the outside objects with the aircraft structures within their fields of view.  The 
term used most often for these visual references is “sight picture.”  Sight picture is the basis for attitude 
flying. 
 
8. The Phase III Rotary Wing course is based on the concept of using visual references and cues in 
all flight regimes.  There are specific sight pictures for hovering, climbing, descending, and changing 
speeds.  Cross reference to aircraft instruments is necessary, but should not be the primary flight 
reference.  Helicopter pilots fly with their heads up. 
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LEVEL FLIGHT 
 
9. Pitch attitude sets the airspeed in a helicopter.  Unlike an airplane, in which for any given pitch 
attitude, there are as many possible airspeeds as there are power settings, in a helicopter there is only 
one airspeed that will result from a particular pitch attitude.  Pitch attitude equals airspeed.  When pitch 
attitude is established and stabilized by the pilot using the cyclic control stick, the aircraft will accelerate or 
decelerate to an airspeed corresponding to the pitch angle of the main rotor disc.  The power setting 
established by the collective will determine whether the aircraft will maintain height, descend, or climb. 
Once these initial attitude/power settings are made, only minimal corrections should be required to 
maintain the desired airspeed and altitude.  You must coordinate pedal movements with collective 
movements to keep the ball centred. 
 

 
Figure 4-1  Level Flight (70 KIAS Nominal Attitude) 

 

 
Figure 4–2  (90 KIAS Nominal Attitude) 
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Figure 4–3  (100 KIAS Nominal Attitude) 

 
10. In straight and level flight, the flapping angle of the main rotor disc and the power setting of the 
collective are in equilibrium.  If you increase power by raising the collective and maintain a constant pitch 
attitude, the helicopter will climb at the established airspeed.  If you lower the collective and maintain pitch 
attitude, the helicopter will descend at the established airspeed.  To maintain height while adjusting 
power, a corresponding change in pitch attitude (and thus, airspeed) is required. 
 
11. Similarly, if you raise the nose attitude to decrease airspeed with no corresponding reduction in 
power, the helicopter will slow, but it will also climb.  If you lower the nose attitude without a 
corresponding increase in power, the helicopter will increase airspeed, but it will descend.  For each nose 
attitude (airspeed), there is an equilibrium power that will maintain height.  Likewise, for every power 
setting, there is an equilibrium nose attitude (airspeed) that will maintain height. 
 
 
TURNS 
 
12. The cyclic is used to achieve and maintain the desired amount of bank.  Tilting the rotor laterally 
rolls the aircraft about the longitudinal axis causing the aircraft to diverge from its straight-ahead path.  
The rate of turn is dictated by the magnitude of the tilt from the horizontal plane.  Once the desired bank 
angle and rate of turn is achieved, the cyclic control stick is centred laterally to maintain the angle.  When 
approaching the desired heading, move the cyclic laterally in the direction opposite of the turn to achieve 
a level main rotor disc and stop the turn.  Small pedal inputs are required to keep the ball centred 
throughout the turn. 
 
13. The details of a constant airspeed, constant height turns are more complex than the above 
description implies.  To maintain the desired airspeed in the turn, you must maintain the same pitch 
attitude throughout the turn.  The loss of vertical lift in a turn (due to the tilting of the Total Lift Reaction 
away from the vertical) must be countered by additional power to maintain level flight.  The collective 
increase to provide this additional power will have to be accompanied by the appropriate pedal input as 
well.  Considerable control coordination is required for this, and there is also a danger of over-torquing 
when rolling to the left. 
 
14. To ease pilot workload and encourage attitude flying at 3 CFFTS, cyclic backpressure is used 
during turns to control altitude, and airspeed is allowed to reduce.  No increase in collective pitch is used 
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to maintain airspeed.  Turns using up to and including 30 degrees of bank are considered medium turns, 
and turns using more than 30 degrees of bank are considered steep turns. 
 
 
CLIMBS AND DESCENTS  
 
15. Climbs and descents in a helicopter can be different from those in an airplane.  With pitch 
attitude set for the desired airspeed, you can accomplish climbs and descents by moving the collective 
only.  If the collective power is higher than required to maintain a constant height, the helicopter will climb 
at the airspeed dictated by the pitch attitude.  If the helicopter is straight and level at a constant airspeed 
and you lower the collective, the aircraft will descend with the same airspeed - the greater the collective 
power reduction, the greater the rate of descent. 
 
16. Climbs and level-offs are conducted using the same Attitude-Power-Trim procedure learned in 
your previous flight training.  At 3 CFFTS, normal VFR climbs are conducted at 70 knots, using hover 
torque (Q) plus 5% (minimum 70%).  To begin climbing, first adopt the 70 knot climbing ATTITUDE with 
cyclic, adjust the collective to climb POWER (i.e., hover Q +5), and keep the ball centred (TRIM) with the 
tail-rotor pedals.  Minor adjustments (more TRIM) may be required to maintain the 70 knot attitude and 
climb power. 
 
17. Anticipate the level-off altitude by 50 feet or 10% of the vertical speed.  With the cyclic, select an 
ATTITUDE to accelerate to the desired airspeed.  As you approach your desired speed, adjust the cyclic 
to maintain speed and reduce the collective setting (POWER) to maintain height.  Fine tune (TRIM) the 
cyclic, collective, and pedals as necessary. 
 
18. Descents and level-offs are also conducted using the Power-Attitude-Trim procedure learned in 
previous flight training and may be carried out at any speed.  To initiate a descent, first adjust the power 
(collective) to attain the desired rate of descent (10% Q ~ 500 fpm), followed by attitude (cyclic) to attain 
or maintain airspeed, and then pedals to ensure that the ball is in the centre (trim).  Minor adjustments 
(more TRIM) may be required to maintain the desired rate of descent and airspeed. 
 
19. As when climbing, anticipate the level-off by approximately 50 feet or 10% of the vertical speed.   
Increase the POWER with collective to stop the descent, adjust the cyclic for the required ATTITUDE, 
and adjust the pedals as necessary (TRIM). 
 
20. During climbs and descents, the secondary effects of controls described in Chapter 2 (i.e., a 
tendency for the nose to pitch up/down slightly when the collective is raised/lowered) should also be 
anticipated and compensated for. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

HOVERING 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The capability to conduct hovering flight is the primary difference between helicopters and fixed-
wing aircraft. The ability to precisely hover distinguishes helicopter pilots from their fixed-wing 
counterparts.  Hovering gives the helicopter the versatility to perform a myriad of different missions and is 
from where its greatest value is derived.  Hovering is defined as maintaining a precise flight position 
relative to the ground, while also maintaining a constant height and heading. 
 
2. Hovering requires the smooth manipulation of all flight controls simultaneously.  Within this high 
workload environment, new pilots gain the feel for the aircraft and develop the confidence to purposely fly 
the aircraft.  With time and practice, you will begin to feel like part of the machine instead of just “being 
along for the ride.” 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3 Because of control interaction i.e., where movement of one control normally requires a counter-
movement of one or more of the other controls, control movements must be smooth and kept to a 
minimum for a safe and accurate hover.  Maintain control of the flight controls, but do not grip them too 
tightly because this results in jerky, late inputs, and over controlling.  After making a control input, give it 
time to have effect.  Rapid cyclic control changes (called “stirring the cyclic”) may wiggle the rotor disc but 
have little overall effect on the aircraft flight. 
 
4. Another advantage of a light but controlled grip on the collective is that you will not inadvertently 
move the twist grip throttle from the full open position, which will reduce rotor RPM and may cause 
controllability problems. 
 
5. Maintain awareness for obstacles and other aircraft.  Select a large open field free of obstacles, 
for hovering practice, and note all potential ground obstacles.  The surface should be relatively firm and 
suitable for landing.  Avoid areas with loose surface materials such as dust, sand, snow, and leaves. 
 
6.     Maintain hover height and avoid sideward drift close to the ground.  Low hovers with sideward 
drift may result in ground contact and could cause dynamic rollover of the aircraft.  Hovering height is 
normally four feet (skid clearance) above ground or obstacles, with the prime consideration being to 
provide adequate tail-rotor clearance. 
 
7. Monitor engine temperatures and pressures, and maintain a look-out for other aircraft, vehicles, 
personnel, and when necessary, livestock. 
 
 
HOVERING  
 
8. Hovering is generally entered from either a vertical take-off or a transition to the hover (these 
manoeuvres are covered in later chapters).  Hovering into the wind is preferred when possible.  The 
fuselage will tend to weathercock into the wind and assist in holding the desired heading.  Tail-rotor 
torque requirements will also be minimized.  Early practice hovers should be done into the wind to 
minimize pilot workload. 
 
9. While in a hover, your references should be completely outside for positioning the aircraft. With 
two pilots aboard, the 206B will hover in a slightly nose low, left skid low attitude. With only one pilot 
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seated in the right seat, it will hover slightly nose high, skids level. These attitude references are a starting 
point only and may change depending on aircraft loading and CG. 
 
10. Your primary scan should be “out, front, and in.”  During the “out” part of the scan, you should 
look out toward the horizon (Figure 5-1).  Use the distant view to help maintain heading and to discern 
small variations in height or attitude.  Move your scan back toward the aircraft to a reference point 30 to 
50 feet in front of the aircraft (Figure 5-2). This part of the scan allows you to accurately detect forward or 
aft drift and to finely tune height.  These two reference points (on the horizon and 30-50 feet to the front) 
are generally called the “Normal Hover References.” Finally, occasionally scan “in” and note TOT and 
torque to ensure limitations are not exceeded.  It is important to keep your head up and your eyes moving 
- do not fixate on a single object.  In most cases, peripheral vision gives you the first indication of drift or 
change in height.  
 

 
Figure 5–1  Hovering References (Horizon) 

 

 
Figure 5–2  Hovering References (Point at 30 to 50 Feet to the Front) 
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11. The particulars of the scan technique for each pilot develop as they advance through the 
course.  As your comfort level and proficiency improves, the closer reference points (30-50 feet) will be 
used more effectively.  It is imperative that you develop a disciplined hover scan because it will prepare 
you for more advanced clearhood manoeuvres and night flying (both with and without night vision 
devices). 
 
12. Maintain hover height (normally four feet from the lowest part of the skid) using the collective.  
The amount of torque required to maintain the hover will vary considerably with wind, density altitude, and 
weight.  However, once established, only small corrections should be required to maintain your desired 
height.  Due to changes in torque, any change in collective setting will also require a coordinated change 
in tail-rotor pedal setting. 
 
13. Pedals are also used to maintain/change heading.  Heading changes made by using the pedals 
may also result in torque changes, and you may have to adjust the collective to maintain height. 
 
14. Your position over the ground is maintained with cyclic by controlling the attitude of the helicopter.  
When you are in a steady hover any change in attitude, if not corrected, will cause the helicopter to move.  
Initially it is difficult to recognize an attitude change and to make the necessary correction before the 
helicopter begins moving.  As in upper-air flying, the maintenance of attitude will be easier at first if you 
use the horizon as a reference. 
 
15. Anticipation and coordination are the keys to a smooth steady hover.  You must take into 
account the inherent lag between control input and movement of the aircraft.  After applying a corrective 
control input, give it time to take effect before making a second input.  As the aircraft begins to react to 
the control input, begin to neutralize the controls and as the aircraft approaches the desired position, 
make the corrective control input to stop the aircraft in the desired position.  If you hold the input until the 
aircraft is in position, it will be too late, and the aircraft will overshoot.  Neutralize the control positions to 
hold the aircraft in position.  These two phenomena are generally referred to as “Control Lag” and 
“Continuation of Effect.” 
 
16. Make corrective control inputs as soon as an attitude change or movement is recognized.  By 
correctly using Normal Hover References, small attitude changes should be identified and corrections 
applied before excessive movement is encountered.  Don’t let accelerations build.  Small corrective inputs 
will suffice if corrections are made early.  Larger inputs will be required if you allow rates to build.  
Smoother hovers are the result of small, timely control inputs.  Avoid excessively nose high or low 
attitudes that can lead to controllability problems. 
 
17. Do not over control the anti-torque pedals.  Here again, timely measured inputs are required to 
maintain the desired heading.  In some cases, it may be advantageous to think of yawing the nose to the 
left as adding left pedal and yawing the nose to the right as taking out left pedal. 
 
18. The attitude required to maintain position in a hover depends upon relative winds.  In most 
cases, while hovering in moderate to strong crosswind conditions, the control positions required to hold a 
hovering position will not be the normal centred control positions. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 

HOVER-TAXIING 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1.     Skid equipped helicopters must take flight to move about on the apron or in any other 
environment.  Hover-Taxiing in the apron area is one of the highest workload evolutions faced by 
helicopter pilots.    
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. Maintain lookout for obstacles and other aircraft.  Don’t be in a hurry.  If you have any doubt that 
that the aircraft can maintain safe clearances – HOLD YOUR POSITION or LAND.  Coordinate with ATC 
for another taxi route or to have a potential hazard removed. 
 
3. Maintain proper clearance between aircraft and other obstacles.  It is recommended that pilots 
maintain one rotor distance from objects and other aircraft when taxiing.  When this separation is not 
possible in congested areas, pilots shall maintain a minimum of 1/2 rotor distance from objects/aircraft.  
Aircraft shall not be taxied into a parking spot adjacent to another aircraft that is being refueled, starting, 
or shutting down. All aircraft should plan their taxi routes to avoid manoeuvring between parked aircraft. 
 
4. Always maintain awareness of the relative winds.  When taxiing, the relative wind may change 
frequently because of gusty wind conditions or turbulence when near hangars.  These changes in relative 
wind will affect translational lift, flapback, and ground effect.  These effects should be anticipated 
particularly when the wind speed is over 15 kts. 
 
5. Avoid taxiing backwards without proper ground personnel to provide lookout and ensure the 
area is clear of obstacles 
 
6. At Southport, taxiing over the yellow taxi lines is highly recommended to ensure safe clearance 
from buildings and properly parked aircraft.  These taxi lines do not exempt aircrew from exercising 
extreme vigilance in avoiding pedestrian and vehicle traffic, as well as improperly parked aircraft.  At 
aerodromes other than Southport, yellow taxi lines may not provide sufficient clearance.  Use them with 
care. 
 
7. Be aware of the surface composition and avoid taxiing over areas that would be unsuitable in 
the event of an engine failure or other emergency requiring an immediate landing.  In the event of an 
engine failure during the taxi, surface conditions will determine if a vertical landing or a run-on landing is 
the most desirable. 
 
 
TAXIING 
 
8. Maintain the lowest part of the skids at a height of four feet above obstacles and maintain a 
speed across the ground that approximates a “brisk walk.”  Taxiing is normally accomplished without drift 
or crab.  As in the hover, use the Normal Hover References to assist in maintaining the desired height, 
heading, and track. 
 
9. From a hover, slight cyclic pressure in the direction of desired travel will start aircraft movement.  
Once movement commences, adjust cyclic position to establish and maintain the desired speed.  
Coordinated collective and pedal adjustments are required to maintain height and desired heading.  To 
stop the helicopter, ease the cyclic back slightly.  You must anticipate the stopping point due to the 
control lag discussed in Chapter 5 and because of the inertia of the moving helicopter.  A slight aft 
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displacement of the cyclic should also be used to stop movement prior to any turns.  Avoid rapid or 
excessive aft cyclic movements to prevent the tail rotor or vertical stabilizer from contacting the ground. 
 

 
Figure 6-1  Taxiing 

 

 
Figure 6-2  Taxiing Animation (Cockpit View) 
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10. High relative winds, gusts, and turbulence when near hangars or other structures will increase 
your workload considerably.  If faced with high crosswinds (over 25 kts), some crab into the wind may be 
used.  When crabbing into the wind, speed across the ground should remain at a walking pace to allow a 
vertical landing without drift if an engine failure occurs.  Another method to ease your workload in high 
crosswinds is to increase speed across the ground.  If you choose this method, take care to ensure that 
the aircraft is pointed in the direction of travel and that no sideward drift or crab is allowed. 
 
11. Avoid taxiing downwind in high winds.  Maintaining a constant heading may be difficult and 
sufficient aft cyclic to stop the aircraft or to control the nose down pitch attitude caused by the airflow 
across the horizontal stabilizer may not be available.  If taxiing with a high tail wind, reduce speed across 
the ground to ensure sufficient aft cyclic is available to stop the aircraft.  
 
12.  High-speed taxiing in the ramp area is prohibited.  Additionally, extended sideward and 
rearward flight without the doors installed is prohibited. 
 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
13. Your visual scan when taxiing must be more active than the hover scan.  Avoid fixating or 
looking close to the aircraft.  A distant reference is still the best indicator of aircraft attitude and height.  As 
your scan comes in toward the aircraft, check for alignment over the intended path, height, and for speed 
over the ground.  Also scan to the right and left as far as you can see to ensure that the helicopter is clear 
of other aircraft and obstacles.   
 
14. It is important to have a plan of action in the event of an aircraft malfunction or emergency.  
Always be aware of the condition of the area below the helicopter, and be ready to eliminate any drift or 
crab if an immediate landing is required.  
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CHAPTER 7 
 

TAKE-OFF AND LANDING 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The normal take-off in the Jet Ranger is a vertical ascent from the ground to the four-foot hover, 
and the landing is a vertical descent from the four-foot hover to the ground.   
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. Before every take-off, complete the Pre-Takeoff Check.  Complete a lookout for personnel, other 
aircraft, and any obstructions to the immediate proposed flight path.  If on the ramp, ensure that there are 
no helicopters starting up or shutting down (at low NR) in adjacent parking spots.   
 
3. Make all control inputs smoothly and deliberately.  Actively “fly” the aircraft off and onto the 
ground. 
 
4. Complete the Hover Check once airborne after the initial take-off of the flight, or anytime there is 
a change to the weight and/or balance of the helicopter.  This includes a centre of gravity check (cyclic 
position corresponds to the helicopter attitude and adequate cyclic control available) and an assessment 
of the power required to hover versus power available. 
 
5. Prior to landing, evaluate the suitability of the landing site.  Ensure the surface is relatively flat, 
firm enough to support the aircraft, and free of obstructions.  Take special care to ensure that objects 
such as shrubs, large rocks, or stumps will not impact the tail rotor or the underside of the fuselage.  The 
landing gear is designed and stressed for vertical landings as well as landings with some forward motion. 
Avoid sideward or rearward drift during takeoff and landing. 
 
6. Hold the collective in the full down position if no intent for flight exists.  Following ground contact 
during a landing, smoothly lower the collective fully to ensure the total aircraft weight is on the skis. 
 
 
TAKE-OFF  
 
7.  Neutralize the controls.  This does not necessarily mean to centre the controls.  Note the 
control positions and wind corrections required to create the least vibration while at flat pitch; this control 
position is a good starting point for commencing the take-off sequence. 
 
8. The take-off can be broken down into three basic parts.  Establish the hover scan using the 
Normal Hover References, then: 
 

a. Slowly raise the collective to the point where the aircraft is “light on the skids.”   As the 
rotor system takes up the weight of the aircraft and the friction between the skis and the 
ground lessens, aerodynamic forces will have more effect on the aircraft.  Use the cyclic 
and tail-rotor pedals to correct for these forces (to eliminate drift and yaw) and to ensure 
the helicopter is stabilized on heading before proceeding; 

 
b. After a deliberate pause at the “light on the skids” condition, continue to slowly raise the 

collective to break ground contact.  Anticipate the need for left pedal to maintain heading.  
With two pilots onboard a slight amount of aft and right cyclic is normally required to 
ascend vertically without drift.  With only one pilot onboard, a cyclic position more near 
the centre or slightly forward is needed to produce a vertical ascent; and 
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c. Continue smoothly raising the collective and ascend to a four-foot hover height.  Adjust 
cyclic position to eliminate drift.  Do not allow the helicopter’s ascent to pause in a very 
low (less than one foot) hover because there is potential for dynamic rollover in this flight 
regime.  The rate of collective application should just be enough to bring the helicopter to 
four feet; no reduction of collective should be needed once at the normal hover height.  
Use cyclic to maintain position and tail-rotor pedals to eliminate yaw / control aircraft 
heading.  Note that in the hover, the rotor disc will actually be tilted slightly to the left to 
counter the right drift caused by the tail-rotor thrust. 

 
9. Complete the Hover Check as required.  Hover into the wind to determine power requirement 
vs. max power available. 
 

 
Figure 7-1 Take-off to a Hover Animation 

 
 
LANDING 
 
10. The first step in a vertical landing is a steady hover over the landing site.  Note the control 
positions and wind corrections required to maintain a drift-free hover.  Maintain these corrections as the 
aircraft descends to the landing site. 
 
11. It is helpful to consider a landing using the exact opposite procedure as a takeoff.  When stable 
over the landing site, lower the collective to begin the descent.  Anticipate the lower anti-torque 
requirement and compensate with right pedal as required to maintain heading.  Use the cyclic to eliminate 
drift.  As the aircraft approaches the ground, ground effect increases and may arrest the descent rate 
before the aircraft touches down.  Anticipate the cushioning effect and lower the collective an additional 
small amount to keep a constant rate of descent.  Avoid drift in any direction; however, eliminating 
sideward and rearward drift is critical. 
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12. As the aircraft makes ground contact, pause to ensure drift is eliminated, then carefully lower the 
collective to place more weight on the skis.  With two pilots on board, the toe of the left skid will normally 
touch the ground first.  Single piloted aircraft will first contact the ground with the heel of the right skid.  
When the helicopter is firmly on the ground, smoothly lower the collective full down and neutralize the 
controls to minimize aircraft vibration. 
 

 
Figure 7-2 Landing from a Hover Animation  

 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
13. If during take-off the aircraft begins to roll to either side, discontinue the take-off.  Immediately, 
but smoothly, lower the collective to the full down position while making a cyclic correction to prevent 
dynamic rollover.  A common error in this situation is to apply full opposite cyclic and abruptly jerk the 
collective up in an attempt to get airborne.  As discussed in the section on dynamic rollover later in this 
Manual, cyclic authority may not be sufficient to halt the roll, and in most cases increasing collective pitch 
will accelerate the rolling motion and cause the aircraft to roll onto its side. 
 
14. While landing, it is a common tendency to drift during the descent.  Late or overly aggressive 
corrections may exacerbate the drift.  It is imperative that you recognize drift and correct it prior to touch 
down.  If you encounter excessive drift prior to touch down, raise the collective, return to hover height, 
and begin again.  Slight forward drift, while not ideal, is acceptable.  Do not land with sideward or 
rearward drift. 
 
15. During touchdown if the aircraft begins to roll, correct for the roll using cyclic and immediately, 
smoothly lower the collective to full down. 
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CHAPTER 8 
 

HOVERING TURNS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Hovering turns, commonly referred to as pedal turns, are performed about the vertical axis of the 
helicopter ‘s main rotor mast (Figure 8-1).  Combined with the hover-taxi, hovering turns are the primary 
manoeuvres required by the helicopter to transit from parking to the departure point before a flight and 
from the landing pad to parking upon return.   
 

 
Figure 8-1  Hovering Turn Animation 

 
2. Practicing hovering turns is an extremely useful exercise for gaining a feel for the aircraft controls 
and responses, and most important, the effect of winds on the manoeuvring helicopter. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3. As with other hovering sequences, smooth, measured control inputs are a must.  Maintain control 
of the flight controls, but do not grip them too tightly; this will result in jerky, late inputs, and over 
controlling. 
 
4. Do not be in hurry while performing pedal turns.  After making a control input, give it time to have 
an effect.  Overly fast control movements may wiggle the rotor disc or nose but have little overall effect on 
the aircraft’s position. 
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5. Since the area from about 5 o’clock to 7 o’clock is totally blind, take special care to ensure the tail 
boom remains clear of obstacles.  Visually clear the tail and verbalize that the area is clear prior to 
moving the tail into a new position. 
 
6. Maintain awareness for obstacles and other aircraft.  Select a large open field, free of obstacles 
for hovering practice, and take note of all potential ground obstacles.  The surface should be relatively 
firm and suitable for landing.  Avoid areas with loose surface materials such as dust, sand, snow, and 
leaves. 
 
7. Maintain hover height and avoid sideward drift close to the ground.  Low hovering turns with 
sideward drift may result in ground contact and could cause dynamic rollover of the aircraft. 
 
8. When wind strength is unknown or strong, the first pedal turn should always be to the left, 
particularly when operating at high power settings.  This will enable you to assess the effective pedal 
control and observe the maximum TOT/torque required.  Normally, enough pedal control is available if full 
pedal is not required by the 90 degree position. 
 
 
HOVERING TURNS 
 
9. Establish a stable four-foot hover into the wind.  Visually clear the tail in the direction of turn.  
Smoothly initiate the turn by applying the appropriate pedal input.  Establish a consistent rate of turn to 
complete the complete 360 degrees in approximately 30 seconds (walking pace).  Do not rush the 
manoeuvre – it may be helpful to visualize a person with one hand on the pitot tube walking around the 
turn with the helicopter. 
 
11. Eliminate drift by displacing the cyclic into the wind throughout the turn.  Do not attempt to help 
the turn with cyclic.  Use the cyclic only to maintain an attitude that results in a stable position over the 
ground.   
 
12.     Anticipate the changing wind effects on the aircraft as it rotates relative to the wind.  
Weathercocking due to the wind effects on the vertical fin has the greatest influence on the aircraft during 
the turn.  Figure 8-2 gives a good representation of the changes in power required, cyclic position, and 
pedal positions needed to maintain a stable hovering turn. 
 

 
Figure 8-2  Hovering Turns 

Cyclic – Forward     Cyclic – Right
  

 Cyclic – Reward  Cyclic – Left
  

Cyclic – Forward
    

Pedal – Some left  Pedal – Changing 
from left to right 
pressure. 

Pedal – Most left 
pressure in turn. 

Pedal – Most right 
pedal pressure in 
turn.  

Pedal – Some right to 
stop turn, then left to 
maintain heading.  

In hover, more left  
to start turn to left.  
     
Collective – Power  Collective – Power 

reducing. 
Collective – Most 
power in turn. 

Collective – Least 
power in turn. 

Collective – Increasing 
as left pedal applied.  required to hover 

at desired height. 
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13.     If the need to land arises, apply the appropriate pedal input to stop the turn and perform a vertical 
landing. 
 

NOTE 
 
 In a no or light wind condition, you may initiate a turn to the right by simply relaxing left 

pedal pressure.  No right pedal input is required. 
 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
14. Hovering turns take practice to fly precisely.  Prior planning and an appreciation for the forces at 
work on the aircraft during the turn will speed your mastery of the manoeuvre.  Anticipation and measured 
control inputs will enable you to smoothly turn the aircraft in any wind condition. 
 
15. Be sure to rotate the aircraft about the vertical axis of the main rotor mast.  Avoid rotating about 
the vertical axis through the pilot’s seat. 
 
16. As the tail of the helicopter passes through the wind line, it will attempt to accelerate the turn.  
Additionally, the nose of the aircraft will tend to tuck (drop).  Adjust pedal input as necessary to maintain a 
constant rate of turn and add aft cyclic to prevent forward drift during this part of the turn. 
 
17. The acceleration created by the tail passing the wind line can create high yaw rates, particularly 
during turns to the right.  The high-rate right yaw may exceed the tail rotor’s arresting ability and lead to 
Loss of Tail Rotor Effectiveness (LTE).  Left turns are preferable, particularly in high winds. 
 
18. Changes in tail-rotor thrust cause changes in required torque.  Adjust collective power as 
necessary to maintain a stable four-foot hover height in response to tail-rotor thrust requirements. 
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CHAPTER 9 
 

TRANSITIONS 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Transitions are the manoeuvres used to accelerate the hovering aircraft into forward flight and to 
decelerate the flying helicopter into a hover.  It is important to understand that while the manoeuvres as 
described in the section below are used for standard transitions to and from forward flight, there are a 
number of variations to the profile.  When starting or continuing a transition from a flight regime other than 
the norm, intercept the prescribed profile when able and continue from that point as described.  
 
2. During transitions, particularly during the Transition to Forward Flight (TTFF), changes in the 
aerodynamic forces acting on the rotor occur fairly rapidly; you must fully understand and anticipate these 
changes if  you are to complete the transition smoothly.   
 
3. The transition profiles as described below are designed to keep the aircraft within the safe areas 
of the Height Velocity Diagram as much as possible.   
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
4. You must maintain a careful lookout throughout each transition.  Prior to a TTFF, you must 
complete a clearing turn of at least 90 degrees.  Establish a habit of scanning from as far right to as far 
left as you can see.  Ensure the direction of intended flight is clear of obstacles and aircraft.  Additionally, 
assess the ground track for the departure. Give consideration to potential landing sites and potential 
obstacles in the flight path.  Transitions should normally be performed over a surface that permits a safe 
landing in case of an emergency. 
 
5. Always be aware of wind direction and velocity.  Anticipate the wind’s effect on the transitioning 
aircraft and compensate as required.  In winds greater than about 15 kts, the hovering aircraft may 
already be above translational lift airspeed. 
 
6. Prior to beginning the Transition to the Hover (TTH), evaluate the landing zone.  Consideration 
should be given to emergency landing sites and an overshoot path. 
 
7. Whenever practical, transitions should be practised into wind and over terrain that permits a safe 
autorotative landing in case of an emergency.  In addition, when below 50 feet above ground level (AGL), 
the helicopter should be flown without drift or crab (as in taxiing), by cross-controlling if necessary, to 
facilitate an immediate landing in case of an emergency. 
 
 
TRANSITION TO FORWARD FLIGHT 
 
8. Establish a stable four-foot hover and complete a cockpit check  (Figure 9-1/A). 
 
9. Perform a clearing turn of at least 90 degrees.  The direction of this clearing turn should be based 
on the direction of your intended flight after the transition is completed and the location of any known or 
anticipated traffic.  If there is only one pilot on board, consider making the clearing turn to the left because 
the right seat pilot can more easily clear the tail of the aircraft on the right side.  Stabilize the aircraft in a 
four-foot hover, using the normal hover references, in the desired departure direction, and pick distant 
reference points to assist with maintenance of the desired ground track during the climb to altitude 
(Figure 9-1/B). 
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10. Ease the cyclic forward, and adopt an accelerating attitude (Figure 9-1/C).  The visual sight 
picture is slightly steeper than the 100 KIAS straight and level flight attitude.  In a crosswind condition, 
maintain desired ground track by using the cross control inputs as required.  As airspeed increases, the 
helicopter will want to settle.  Increase collective as required to prevent sink. 
 
11. In the Jet Ranger, translational lift is achieved at about 15 kts of airspeed.  Translational lift is 
marked by a slight vibration/shudder, a tendency for the helicopter to pitch up (flapback), and the aircraft 
begins to climb with no corresponding increase in collective pitch setting.  Anticipate the flapback, and 
adjust the cyclic to maintain the previously selected accelerating attitude.  The correct attitude will allow 
the helicopter to accelerate with a minimal climb - this ensures the aircraft stays within the safe area of 
the Height Velocity Chart.  Set climb power (hover Q+5%) on the torque gauge (Figure 9-1/D).   
 
12. In winds greater than about 15 kts, the helicopter will have already achieved translational lift in 
the hover.  Under these conditions, after initially adopting the accelerating attitude with cyclic, set climb 
power immediately. 
 
13. Passing 50 feet AGL centre the ball and maintain coordinated flight (Figure 9-1/E).  As speed 
increases in the transition, apply progressive forward cyclic to overcome flapback and maintain the 
selected attitude.  Approaching 70 KIAS, raise the nose slightly to the 70 KIAS attitude (Figure 9-1/F).  
Adjust nose attitude as necessary to maintain climb airspeed until reaching the desired height (Figure 9-
1/G).  
 

 
Figure 9-1  Transition To Forward Flight 

 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
14. Prevent sink with collective until translational lift is achieved.  Do not allow the aircraft to settle 
because inadvertent ground/obstacle contact may occur.  In addition, be aware that depending on 
environmental conditions, sufficient power to prevent settling may not be available if an excessively steep 
nose-down attitude is selected. 
 
15. You must have a plan for where the aircraft needs to fly in normal and emergency conditions.  
Once the TTFF begins, pilot workload increases.  Always have a potential landing site identified during 
flight and attempt to be proactive, not reactive. 
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Figure 9-2  Transition To Forward Flight Animation 

 
 
TRANSITION TO THE HOVER 
 
16. The Transition to the Hover (TTH) normally begins into wind at a height of 300 feet AGL (rounded 
to the nearest 100 foot increment on the altimeter).  The normal sight picture for a transition to the hover 
is a continuous 6 degree sight picture to the landing spot.  The geometry of this approach results in a 
starting distance from the intended landing spot of approximately 3000 feet (1/2 NM).  If the rounded 
altitude is higher than 300 feet AGL, the sight picture intercept point will be greater than 3000 feet from 
the intended point of landing.  If lower, the sight picture intercept point will be less than 3000 feet from the 
landing point.  Entry airspeed for the transition to the hover is 60 KIAS.  Maintain this speed, altitude, and 
heading until an approach angle of 6 degrees is intercepted (Figure 9-3/A). 
 
17. As the helicopter approaches the 6 degree sight picture, lower the collective slightly to begin a 
descent.  Slight aft cyclic may be needed set a decelerating attitude and the ball should be kept centred 
using the pedals.  Steadily reduce speed to arrive over the landing spot in a hover.  You can accomplish 
this by using outside references to maintain an apparent walking pace across the ground.  This apparent 
walking pace should be assessed by looking sideward through the lower part of the windscreen or 
through the side window.   
 
18. Throughout the TTH, use outside references to judge the rates of descent and closure (walking 
pace) with the collective and cyclic respectively.   
 
19. High rates of descent at low airspeeds with some power applied may result in “vortex-ring” state.  
Accordingly, the 100-foot check must be performed to ensure that the vertical speed is less than 500 feet 
per minute (Figure 9-3/B).  After this check (at approximately 75 feet AGL), pick a new reference one 
aircraft length ahead of the landing spot and continue to this reference on the 6 degree sight picture; this 
reference shift allows the helicopter to arrive at four feet over the landing spot (Figure 9-3/C).  When the 
helicopter descends through 50 feet ensure drift and crab are eliminated (Figure 9-3/D).   
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20. As the aircraft slows below translational lift, anticipate the loss of rotor efficiency and add power 
as required (with the appropriate tail rotor pedal adjustment) to maintain the sight picture and rate of 
descent. 
 
21. In the final stage of the transition, avoid getting too flat or too steep by coordinating collective 
inputs to remain on sight picture and cyclic inputs to keep the walking pace speed of advance (if the 
walking pace is too quick, you may need a slight flare and increase in collective power to establish the 
four-foot hover over the intended point of landing).  The transition is complete when you are established 
in a stable four-foot hover (Figure 9-3/E). 

 

 
Figure 9-3  Transition to the Hover 

 
 
TECHNIQUE 
 
22. The transition to a hover is a gradual, continuous, decelerating, descending manoeuvre.  Avoid 
“stair stepping” down in height or airspeed. 
 
23.     Once the 6 degree sight picture is set, use small cyclic and collective inputs to maintain it.  If the 
landing point moves up in the windscreen, the descent rate is too high, the nose has been allowed to drop 
and the helicopter will begin to accelerate, or a combination of both has occurred.  If it moves down in the 
windscreen, the approach angle is getting too steep, the nose has been allowed to pitch up and a 
decelerating attitude is set, or a combination of both has occurred.  In either case, adjust the speed of the 
aircraft to a walking pace and use the collective to re-intercept the desired sight picture. 
 
24. In most cases, if the aircraft is below the desired sight picture, your best course of action is to use 
collective to stop the descent and maintain altitude until the sight picture is re-established before 
continuing the descent.  If the aircraft is well above the desired sight picture and will require a near 
vertical descent, your best course of action may be to initiate a go-around. 
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25. The sight picture required to maintain the 6 degree sight picture will vary depending on the 
pilot’s seating position.  When the TTH is initially demonstrated, take note of the position of the landing 
site in the windscreen and use it as the reference point for future transitions.  Do not try to asses the sight 
picture with aft cyclic applied to initiate the deceleration to the walking pace.  Wait until the aircraft is in a 
stable walking pace condition. 
 
 

 
Figure 9-4  Transition to the Hover Animation 
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CHAPTER 10 
 

CIRCUIT PROCEDURES 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The circuit allows pilots to practise all the basic clearhood manoeuvres in a simple, organized 
sequence.  You must acquire an appreciation for flying accurate airspeeds and altitudes that will provide 
stepping-stones for future exercises. 
 
2. While minor differences exist, the basic circuit procedures explained in this chapter are used on 
all the helicopters currently flown in the Canadian Forces and will be used during future training and 
operational flying. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3. Maintain a good lookout at all times.  There is a tendency to sacrifice lookout for accurate 
heading and altitude control when practising circuits.   
 
4. Pre-planning the circuit will make it much easier to fly.  Before take-off, verbalize the following 
circuit briefing: 
 

a. H – heading (track) for departure/approach and downwind; 
 

b. A – altitude for the circuit and for commencing the transition to the hover; 
 

c. R - references to be used (upwind, spot, and downwind if possible).  Work from big features 
to small if required; and 

 
d. D - direction of the circuit (i.e., left or right). 

 
5. Select the circuit direction that provides the best landing areas in the event of an emergency and 
avoids flight over occupied buildings.  You should also consider other traffic operating in the area and any 
sensitive citizens or no-fly areas. 
 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CIRCUIT 
 
6. The circuit pattern is shaped like a racetrack (see Figure 10-1) and the circuit height is 500 feet 
AGL, rounded off to the nearest 100 feet. 
 
7. The circuit consists of a take-off, transition to forward flight, climb to 500 feet AGL, acceleration to 
90 kts, level 180-degree turn to downwind, downwind leg, 180-degree descending, decelerating turn from 
downwind to final during which speed is reduced to 60 kts, transition to the hover, and landing. 
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Figure 10-1  Circuit Pattern 
 
 
TAKE-OFF, TRANSITION AND CLIMB 
 
8. Complete the HARD circuit briefing and carry out a normal take-off (the HARD briefing may be 
conducted in the hover if desired).  Conduct a clearing turn in the direction of the circuit to ensure there is 
no conflicting traffic (minimum of 90 degrees, but 180 degrees is recommended to establish a reference 
for the final turn).  Turn back to the departure heading/reference (in the direction of the circuit), carry out a 
normal transition, and climb to circuit altitude, noting any drift correction required to maintain the desired 
track (Figure 10-1/A). 
 
 
LEVEL-OFF, TURN TO DOWNWIND AND DOWNWIND LEG 
 
9. Level off at circuit altitude and maintaining climb power, accelerate to 90 kts.  Again, note any drift 
correction required.  Begin a 180 degree level turn (maximum 30 degree bank, corrected for any drift 
assessed during the upwind leg) to rollout on the downwind leg heading corrected for drift (Figure 10-
1/B).  Pick a reference to assist in heading control, assess the drift, and adjust the heading as required to 
maintain the desired downwind track (Figure 10-1/C).  This is important in order to maintain the proper 
lateral displacement from the landing area (approximately 1/2 nm).  Complete the pre-landing check 
(Figure 10-1/D).  
 
 
FINAL TURN, TRANSITION TO THE HOVER AND LANDING 
 
10. When the landing area is approximately 45 degrees behind the lateral axis or abeam the 
approach “window” (adjusted for wind), begin a 180 degree descending decelerating turn to final (Figure 
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10-1/E).  Reduce speed gradually and adjust bank as necessary to roll out on the approach heading, 
lined up with the landing area, and in a position to start a transition to the hover; i.e., 300 feet AGL and 60 
kts (Figure 10-1/F). 
 
11. Complete a normal transition to the hover to the selected landing spot and a landing, if desired 
(Figure 10-1/G). 
 
 
TECHNIQUE 

 
12. It is extremely important to use departure and approach references to ensure the ground track is 
flown as desired.  Winds can change drastically from the surface to 500 ft AGL, requiring the appropriate 
amount of drift correction to be applied. 
 
13. During the final turn, it is helpful to reassess the deceleration and descent halfway through the 
turn (i.e., with 90 degrees of turn remaining, the helicopter should be at 400 feet AGL and approximately 
75 kts); this will help you to assess if attitude and/or power changes are necessary. 
 
13. It is a common tendency to delay the “final turn” lookout until at the 45 degree point; this results in 
a late final turn.  The lookout should be completed before the 45 degree point to ensure the turn begins at 
the appropriate spot. 
 
14. For a pilot/student seated in the right seat, the 45 degree point is reached just as the landing 
spot comes into view in the left rear window for a left-hand circuit and just before the spot is blocked from 
view by the door frame for a right-hand circuit. 
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CHAPTER 11 
 

EMERGENCIES 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The Bell 206B3 is one of the safest aircraft in the world today as evidenced by its more than 40 
years of production and operation.  No aircraft, regardless of quality of design or manufacture, is immune 
to mechanical wear and tear, electrical malfunctions, or material failures.  When these events occur, it is 
the responsibility of the pilot to recognize, assess, and correctly respond to the situation to ensure the 
safety of the crew and aircraft.   
 
2. The goal of this chapter is to provide general information about how to address malfunctions and 
emergencies while operating the 206B3 at 3 CFFTS.  This chapter also describes indications of most 
emergencies and malfunctions that can happen in the Jet Ranger, but specific checklist procedures will 
not be discussed because they are contained in other reference material such as the 206B3 Flight Crew 
Checklist.  Other specific emergency procedures such as engine failures (including practice 
autorotations), tail rotor malfunctions, loss of hydraulics, and precautionary landings will be covered in 
later chapters.  
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3. Flying Orders, flight manuals, AOIs, and operating checklists provide information required for the 
safe and effective operation of the aircraft.  No publication or group of publications can address all 
contingencies that may be encountered.  When faced with one of these situations, sound judgement and 
piloting methods should be used to remedy the situation or to permit the safe landing of the aircraft, if 
required. 
 
4. Some emergencies require immediate pilot response and flying of the aircraft toward a safe 
landing area.  In cases where “Land as Soon as Possible” actions are required, an immediate turn into 
the wind, descent and selection of a landing site should all be completed as the steps of the emergency 
procedure are completed. 
 
5. Emergency procedures provide a framework for handling an emergency and identify a priority 
and sequence of steps to follow.  There cannot be a procedure for every conceivable situation.  The basic 
responses to any emergency should follow three basic steps: 
 

a. AVIATE 
 

(1) Fly the aircraft.  Maintain control and purposely fly the aircraft to a safe position.  
Keep a good lookout as the aircraft is manoeuvred into position to land.  The perfect 
autorotative descent into another aircraft or ground obstacle is no better than an 
uncontrolled fall from the sky. 

 
(2) Identify and React to the Emergency.  Quickly assess the situation.  Identify the 

emergency and determine if a requirement exists for an immediate landing.  Execute 
the corrective action or emergency procedure and manoeuvre to comply with the 
landing criteria. 

 
(3) Refer to the checklist.  Time permitting, read the checklist and adjust your actions as 

necessary.  Obviously, if you are single pilot and in a “Land as Soon as Possible” 
situation, you will not be able to do this. 
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b. NAVIGATE 
 

(1) Situational awareness is the key to safely managing an emergency situation.  
Maintain a good look-out.  Don’t fixate on the instruments or switches.  Know where 
the aircraft is in relation to possible landing sites and aerodromes. 

 
(2) Know the wind direction and always be on the lookout for potential landing sites.  

Take note of power lines, towers and antennas on the transit routes.  Awareness of 
obstructions or other hazards will make the selection of a landing sight much easier. 

 
(3) When faced with a “Land as Soon as Practical” situation, manoeuvre the aircraft in an 

expeditious manner toward the nearest aerodrome.  In most cases, Southport will be 
the field of choice.  

 
c. COMMUNICATE 

 
(1) Time permitting, transmit a PAN or MAYDAY call as appropriate for the situation on 

an appropriate frequency and set the transponder to Emergency (7700). 
 
(2) When an aircraft squawks any of the emergency codes, the pilot is officially declaring 

an emergency.  Warning alarms will go off at nearby ATC centres and the aircraft will 
be given immediate priority over all other non-emergency traffic.  Care must be taken 
to avoid setting codes 7500, 7600 or 7700 during transponder code changes. 

 
(3) After landing, use whatever communications means available to report position and 

condition of aircraft and crew to the proper agency. 
 
6. Once safely on the ground, complete the correct shutdown procedure for the situation as 
applicable.  Following any emergency landing or shutdown, the helicopter shall not be operated until the 
cause of the malfunction has been determined and corrective maintenance action taken. 
 
 
CREW DUTIES 
 
7. Although manned with two pilots during most of the training syllabus, the trainee shall respond to 
simulated and practice emergencies as though the aircraft is single piloted to ensure the trainee is 
capable of piloting the aircraft during an emergency while on solo flights. 
 
8. Actual emergencies during training flights will be addressed in accordance with the Bell 206B AOI 
and Flight Crew Checklist.  When an actual emergency occurs, all training will cease, and the emergency 
will be addressed as prescribed by the QFI during the preflight brief.  Crew duties will be directed by the 
QFI as the aircraft captain. 
 
 
SIMULATED EMERGENCIES 
 
9. During training flights, all indications of emergencies are considered to be actual emergencies 
and treated as such unless the QFI states “Simulated.”  Simulated emergencies should be carried out to 
their logical conclusion or until such time as the QFI indicates completion of the scenario by verbalizing 
"Emergency Secured". 
 
10.     The QFI will verbally state “Simulated” and initiate, announce, or illustrate an emergency 
indication.  Simulated emergency initiation method and some examples of the type of emergency to be 
initiated follow below.  The emergencies listed are for illustration only and are not a comprehensive list of 
all possible emergency procedures: 
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a. The QFI may initiate emergencies that require a physical input to the flight controls, 
switches, or throttles to simulate the emergency.  Examples of physically-initiated 
emergencies are engine failures, pedals locked in flight, and hydraulic system failure; 

 
b. The QFI may verbally announce emergencies that may not have a gauge or caution light 

associated with them.  Compressor stalls, fires, and unusual vibrations are examples of 
emergencies that may be announced; and 

 
c. The QFI may illustrate emergencies by pointing at a gauge and stating the simulated 

reading or by pressing the Master Caution Test Switch to illuminate the Caution and 
Warning Light panel and specifying which caution or warning light is illuminated.  
Emergencies that may be illustrated in this manner include chip lights, battery over 
temperatures, fluctuating or out of limits gauge readings, and illuminated caution and 
warning lights. 

 
 
ENGINE FAILURE IN-FLIGHT 
 
11. An engine failure in a single engine aircraft is a critical failure and requires immediate action to 
prevent decay of main rotor RPM.  Once NR is allowed to droop below 90 per cent, it can be difficult to 
rebuild it back into the 90 to 107 per cent range.  
 
12. Engine failure is indicated by: 
 

a. Left yaw and rapid settling.  If a catastrophic failure occurs, the yaw and sense of settling 
is very pronounced.  A sudden reduction in engine noise will also be very obvious.  No 
other event in the aircraft has the same “feel” as an engine failure;  

 
b. Decreasing NR, N2 and N1.  As power output is suddenly reduced, engine and rotor rpm 

indications  decrease as well; 
 

c. ROTOR LOW RPM and ENG OUT caution lights illuminated.  The Rotor Low Warning 
light  illuminates and the steady rotor low RPM audio tone sounds as the NR drops below 
90% (+ or – 3%).  The Engine Out Warning light will illuminate, and the intermittent engine 
out horn will sound as N1 decays below 55% (+ or – 3%); and 

 
d. ENGINE RELIGHT caution light illuminates if Engine Relight is armed and seventh stage 

bleed air pressure drops below the reference level.  The igniter activates until the Engine 
Relight switch is moved to the OFF Reset position or bleed air pressure rises above the 
reference value. 

 
13. Other indications that an engine is no longer operating at a power level required for flight may 
include low engine oil pressure, falling TOT, and low torque.  Do not fixate on these additional indications.  
Primary focus during a suspected engine failure should be on the twin tachometer and N1 indications.  
These three measures give an immediate indication of the true engine condition. 
 
 
GAS PRODUCER TACHOMETER GENERATOR FAILURE 
 
14. The systems that aid you in recognizing an actual engine failure may also work to confuse you 
when a less catastrophic failure occurs.  Failure of the gas producer tachometer generator is one such 
failure.   
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15. A Gas Producer Tachometer Generator Failure is indicated by: 
 

a. The Engine Out Warning light  illuminates and the intermittent engine out horn sounds as 
N1 decays below 55% (+ or – 3%) on the gauge; and 

 
b. There is no physical indication of engine failure.  There is no left yaw, no loss of altitude, 

and no low rotor warning and tone.  All engine indications will remain normal with the 
exception of N1.  If the engine re-light system is armed, the caution light will be out. 

 
 
ENGINE FAILURE – HOVER/TAXI 
 
16.     The indications of an engine failure in a hover or while taxiing are exactly the same as the 
indications while in-flight.  Since, the power requirements are high in hovers and taxiing, the left yaw may 
be more pronounced. 
 
 
COMPRESSOR STALL  
 
17.     A compressor stall in a single engine aircraft is almost as critical as an engine failure and requires 
immediate action to prevent decay of main rotor RPM.  The indications of a compressor stall are the same 
as in other turbine engine aircraft you have flown.  The difference in a helicopter is that the intermittent 
power fluctuations that accompany the compressor stall will likely be felt as small random yaw kicks.  
Checking the engine instruments will assist in confirming that compressor stalls are occurring. 
 
18.     The indications of a compressor stall are:  
 

a. Rumbling or popping sounds emanating from the intake plenum area.  The sound varies 
with the cause and severity of the compressor stall.  “Popcorn popping” is the term most 
often used to describe the sounds of a compressor stall; 

 
b. Vibrations are felt in the airframe as the engine loses and regains power. These vibrations 

are caused by the interrupted airflow through the engine; 
 
c. Loss of power is evidenced by the decay of NR and by the yaw kicks caused by the loss 

and return of engine power caused by the interrupted air flow through the engine.  If 
airflow is continuously interrupted, there will be a significant loss of NR and sufficient 
power to remain in flight may not be available.  Be prepared for complete power loss at 
any time; 

 
d. Rapid rise in TOT is experienced because proper flow of cooling air is interrupted; and 
 
e. N1 fluctuations are also caused by the inconsistent airflow.  N1 fluctuations accompany 

changes in TOT.  
 
 
GOVERNOR OR FUEL CONTROL UNIT FAILURE – HIGH SIDE 
 
19. A High Side Governor or Fuel Control Unit Failure can be an extremely challenging emergency 
procedure.  The threat of exceeding NR, N2, N1, TOT, and Torque limits is very real.  Depending upon 
the magnitude of the overspeed condition, immediate action may be required to prevent component 
damage to the engine, transmission, or rotor system. 
 
20. The indications of a High Side Failure are very straightforward.  The indications mirror the normal 
addition of power with one very important difference; the power increase is not limited by the fuel control 
and may not stop until the engine fails. 
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21. The specific indications of a Governor or Fuel Control Unit Failure – High Side are:  
 

a. An increase in NR and N2.  Anytime NR and N2 exceed 100% under engine power, it 
may signal a high side failure situation; 

 
b. N1 increase; 
 
c. TOT increase; 
 
d. Right yaw will accompany the addition of excess power; and 
 
e. Increase in engine noise.  The increase in noise level can be very noticeable. 

 
 
GOVERNOR OR FUEL CONTROL UNIT FAILURE – LOW SIDE 
 
22. A Governor or Fuel Control Unit Failure – Low Side can also be an extremely challenging 
emergency procedure.  A Low Side Failure is signified by N1, N2, and NR falling below the governing 
range, but above self-sustaining speed.  The threat, depending on the remaining power available, may be 
as serious as an engine failure since sufficient power to maintain flight may not be available.  Immediate 
action may be required to prevent significant loss of NR. 
 
23. Expeditious completion of the first four memory items in the FCC is required, as they will clearly 
define the ability of the aircraft to continue powered flight or the necessity to transition to the autorotation.   
 
24. The specific indications of a Governor or Fuel Control Unit Failure – Low Side are:  
 

a. A decrease in NR and N2.  Anytime NR and N2 fall below 100% under engine power, it 
may signal a low side failure situation; 

 
b. ROTOR LOW RPM Caution light.  The caution light will illuminate when NR falls below 

90% +/- 3%; 
 
c. Noticeable drop in engine noise; and 
 
d. Left yaw may accompany the decrease in power. 

 
 
ROTOR LOW RPM CAUTION LIGHT OR TONE 
 
25.     The Rotor Low RPM Light or Tone emergency procedure is oriented toward a loss of NR for 
unknown reasons.  Like all power loss emergency procedures, your immediate response is required to 
preserve NR. 
 
26.     The indications of a Rotor Low RPM are:  
 

a.  ROTOR LOW RPM light illuminated and audio tone sounding; 
 
b. Fluctuations in N1 and TOT; 
 
c. Rotor rpm indication decreasing (below 90%); and 
 
d. N2 indication decreasing. 
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IN-FLIGHT FIRES - GENERAL 
 
27. In-flight fires are some of the most hazardous situations that a pilot may face.  Because there are 
no fire detection systems installed in the engine or baggage compartments, indications of fire in these 
areas are limited to the appearance of smoke or flames.  For fire inside the fuselage, smoke alone or with 
flames are indicative of a fire.  The key to reacting to any fire external to the engine is to make a positive 
move toward a landing site. 
 
28. Internal engine fires and external engine fires during starts are addressed later in the chapter. 
 
 
ENGINE FIRE IN-FLIGHT 
 
29. Since the 206B3 is not equipped with a fire detection system in the engine compartment, 
recognition of smoke or flames emanating from the aircraft is the triggering event for the emergency 
procedure.  Aircrew in other aircraft, tower, or ground personnel will likely be the first to see the smoke or 
flames.  They will use the radio or hand signals to notify the crew of the condition. 
 
30. The only indication of an Engine Fire In-Flight is the presence of smoke and/or flames coming 
from the engine area. 
 
 
ELECTRICAL FIRE IN-FLIGHT 
 
31. Electrical fires present unique challenges for the aircrew.  The first, of course, is the fire itself.  
The fire presents a burn hazard for the crew and to the aircraft equipment.   The second is the smoke and 
fumes created by the burning materials of the aircraft.  Although they may not be poisonous, they are 
noxious and could severely limit your ability to fly the aircraft.  A third, less obvious challenge comes 
when flight and navigation instruments are lost when electrical power is secured. 
 
32. The indications of an Electrical Fire In-Flight are: 
 

a. Sparks, smoke, or fumes coming from an obvious or unknown source; 
 
b. Excessive Loadmeter reading; and 
 
c. Smell of burning plastic (insulation) or an unusual “hot” smell. 

 
 
CABIN FIRE IN-FLIGHT 
 
33. A cabin fire is any fire in the cabin that is not suspected of being caused by the electrical system.  
The emergency procedure is used to clear the smoke and fumes from the cabin.  When this is 
accomplished and the source of the fire is identified, be prepared to transition to either engine fire in-flight 
or electrical fire in-flight emergency procedures. 
 
34. The only indications of a Cabin Fire In-Flight are the presence of flames, smoke, or fumes in the 
cabin. 
 
 
MAIN DRIVESHAFT FAILURE 
 
35. A Main Driveshaft Failure is another challenging critical emergency.  When the shaft fails, the 
aircraft gives all of the indications of an engine failure, but in the background you will hear the engine in 
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an oscillating high power state.  By observing the dual tachometer the actual failure mode will be obvious 
by the “reverse split” as NR falls below N2.   
 
36. The indications of a Main Driveshaft Failure are: 
 

a. Increase in engine RPM concurrent with a decrease in NR; 
 
b. Left yaw; 
 
c. A loud bang; 
 
d. Low rotor rpm light and audio; and 
 
e. N1 and N2 may experience a transient overspeed but should stabilize. 

 
 
FREE-WHEELING UNIT FAILURE 
 
37. Failure of the free wheeling unit will most likely occur following power off manoeuvres when the 
throttle is advanced, and the unit fails to fully engage the driveshaft.  The free wheeling unit failure can 
appear very similar to both an engine failure and a main drive shaft failure.  Care must be taken to avoid 
misdiagnosis.  
 
38. The indications of a Free-Wheel Unit Failure are: 
 

a. N2 indication higher than NR; 
 
b. Low torque indication; and 
 
c. N1 ~ 81% and TOT lower than normal and not responsive to collective input. 

 
 
MAIN TRANSMISSION MALFUNCTIONS - GENERAL 
 
39. The main transmission is lubricated and cooled by circulating oil within a closed system by an 
integrated pump.  If lubrication is diminished or lost, the transmission gears may seize.  A seizing or 
seized main transmission presents one of the greatest threats a helicopter can face since the ability to 
autorotate may not be available.   
 
 
LOW TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE  
 
40. The Transmission Oil Pressure caution light illuminates when the transmission pressure falls 
below 30 PSI.  Transmission oil pressure is a direct-reading, wet-line system that requires no electrical 
power to operate.  The transmission oil pressure switch is attached to and takes its pressure 
measurement from the main transmission oil pressure indicator line.  The loss of pressure requires 
decisive action to ensure the aircraft lands prior to main transmission failure. 
 
41. The indications of low transmission oil pressure are: 
 

a. Transmission Oil Pressure Caution Light illuminated; and 
 

b. Oil pressure has dropped below 30 PSI. 
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HIGH TRANSMISSION OIL TEMPERATURE 
 
42. The Transmission Oil Temperature caution light illuminates when the transmission temperature 
rises to 110° C.  The higher than normal temperature results from increased friction within the main 
transmission that may be a result of a lack of lubrication.  A temperature bulb on the left side of the 
transmission supplies a signal to the gauge that is displayed by the needle.  A separate temperature 
switch closes when 110° C is sensed and illuminates the TRANS OIL TEMP caution light. 
 
43. The indications of high transmission oil temperature are: 
 

a. TRANS OIL TEMP Caution Light illuminated 
 

b. Transmission oil temperature at or above 110°C. 
 
 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS - GENERAL 
 
44. The Bell 206B3 is designed to fly normally without hydraulic assist.  The control forces will be 
increased, but control of the aircraft can be maintained.  A hydraulic hardover is the exception and if not 
corrected may hold the aircraft controls in a position in which controlled flight is not possible.  Hydraulic 
hardovers are rare, so in most cases hydraulic malfunctions are relatively benign. 
 
 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURE  
 
45. The hydraulic system provides power assist to the flight controls to reduce pilot workload.  There 
is no caution light to signal loss of hydraulic pressure.   
 
46. The indications of a Hydraulic System failure are: 
 

a. Increased force required to move the controls; 
 

b. Increased feedback forces felt in the cyclic and collective; 
 

c. The rate at which the controls can be moved will be limited; and 
 

d. Control inputs result in normal reaction from the rotor system. 
 
 
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM HARDOVER 
 
47.     A hydraulic system hardover occurs when a malfunction causes one or more of the hydraulic 
actuators to travel fully in one direction without input from the flight controls.  As the actuator travels, it 
moves the swashplate and the flight controls in a corresponding direction.  It is imperative that the travel 
is stopped before the actuator travels to a position where the control of the aircraft may be lost.   
 
48.   The indications of a Hydraulic System hardover are: 
 

a. Abnormal displacement of the cyclic or collective; and/or 
 

b. Difficult or impossible for the pilot to move controls. 
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SINGLE OR DUAL FUEL BOOST PUMP FAILURE 
 
49. The Fuel Pump caution light (which is connected to a pressure sensor that senses output 
pressure at each pump) will illuminate if one or both pumps fail.  The fuel pressure gauge will give the 
total picture for the severity of the emergency.  If the gauge reads zero, then both pumps have failed.  If 
there is any pressure reading above zero, then at least one pump is working.  In either situation, take care 
to fly the aircraft smoothly and avoid aggressive manoeuvres.  The fuel pickups in the tank are at the 
bottom and steep turns or aggressive pitch angles can uncover them and allow air into the fuel lines. 
 
50. The indications of a Single or Dual Boost Pump failure are: 
 

a. Fuel Pump caution light illuminated; and 
 

b. Fuel Pressure gauge reading – 0 PSI for a dual boost pump failure and >0 PSI for a 
single boost pump failure. 

 
 
AIRFRAME FUEL FILTER CAUTION LIGHT 
 
51. The airframe fuel filter is designed to remove water and other contaminants from the fuel before it 
is supplied to the engine.  A pressure differential switch mounted within the airframe fuel filter case 
senses when contaminants caught in the filter have reduced the flow through the filter to a point where 
there is an impending bypass situation.  The caution light only signifies that the reference pressure 
differential has been reached.  It does not signal that the fuel filter has actually bypassed fuel around the 
filter.  There is no indication of when actual bypass occurs. 
 
 
ENGINE FUEL FILTER CAUTION LIGHT 
 
52. The Fuel Filter caution light illuminates when a pressure differential develops across a pressure 
sensor on the fuel filter leading to the engine driven fuel pump.  The illumination of the light indicates that 
the reference pressure differential has been reached and that an impending bypass situation exists.  
There is no indication when the filter actually bypasses. 
 
 
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM MALFUNCTIONS - GENERAL 
 
53. The 206B3 is capable of flight after suffering a complete loss of electrical power.  In normal 
operation, the generator carries the entire load as well as providing a charging current to the battery.  
When the generator fails, you must take care to avoid draining the battery with unneeded equipment.  
You must have a plan as to which equipment is absolutely required for continued safe flight.   
 
 
GENERATOR FAILURE 
 
54. A Generator Failure can occur for several reasons, but the most important concept to understand 
is that if the generator does not reset, battery power is all that remains and is of limited duration.  The 
time the battery will provide power varies with the condition of the battery, the strength of charge it has at 
the time of the failure, and the amount of equipment it is providing power to.   
 
55.   The indications of a Generator Failure are: 
 

a. Generator Fail (GEN FAIL) Warning Light illuminated; and 
 

b. Zero load on the DC loadmeter. 
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BATTERY MALFUNCTIONS - GENERAL 
 
56. The 206B3 is equipped with a nickel-cadmium battery that supplies 24 VDC power to the aircraft.  
Ni-Cad batteries are susceptible to a condition called thermal runaway.  Thermal runaway is an 
uncontrollable rise in battery temperature that can ultimately destroy the battery and the aircraft.  The 
206B3 is equipped with a temperature sensor on the battery case to signal the pilot that the battery 
temperature is high and to prompt action that will in most cases prevent thermal runaway from occurring. 
 
57. Thermal runaway is caused by excessive charging current flow into a Ni-Cad battery.  Aircraft that 
charge the battery from a constant voltage source DC bus are especially susceptible to this condition.  
When the battery temperature rises above 100°F, the internal resistance of the battery decreases.  
Increased current flow contributes to higher case temperatures for the battery.  As temperatures rise and 
resistance falls, the constant voltage source provides increased current flow which further increases 
temperatures.  This cycle will continue until the battery is destroyed by fire or explodes. 
 
 
BATTERY TEMPERATURE CAUTION LIGHT (BATTERY TEMP) 
 
58. When the BATTERY TEMP caution light illuminates, it indicates that the battery case temperature 
has reached 130oF (55oC) or higher.  Although not an indication that the battery is experiencing thermal 
runaway, it signals that conditions are right for it to occur. 
 
 
BATTERY HOT WARNING LIGHT (BATTERY HOT) 
 
59. When the BATTERY HOT warning light illuminates, it indicates that the battery case temperature 
has reached 140oF (60.0oC) or higher.  As a follow on indication to the BATTERY TEMP caution light, it 
indicates that the battery case temperature is rising and that thermal runaway may occur. 
 
 
METALLIC PARTICLES IN OIL SYSTEM 
 
60.     The engine, transmission, and tail rotor gearboxes are equipped with magnetic chip detectors that 
illuminate the corresponding caution light when enough ferrous metal is collected to bridge the gap 
between the centre magnet and a surrounding electrical contact.  Excessive ferrous particles or larger 
pieces of metal signal excessive wear or failure of internal parts of the component.   
 
61. The 206B3 is equipped with a chip “zapper” system that when activated by pushing the CHIP 
FAULT button, pulses electrical current to the chip detectors.  If small ferrous particles have bridged the 
electrical gap, then they may be “burned” off.  If the particle is too large, it will be unchanged by the 
current and remain across the gap causing the light to stay illuminated.  On the other chip detectors, 
where the gap in not bridged, the circuit is not closed and the pulse will have no effect. 
 
62. The indications of metallic particles in one of the oil systems are: 
 

a. ENG CHIP, TRANS CHIP, or T/R CHIP caution light illuminated;  
 

b. Possible secondary indications of noise, vibrations, grinding noises or high/low oil 
temperature/pressure. 

 
63.     Some wear and tear on the rotating parts is normal and in most cases where the caution light is 
illuminated, there is very little metal on the detectors.  However, there are times when the particle bridging 
the gap is much larger and is indicative of an impending major failure.  Any indication of metallic particles 
that cannot be extinguished through the prescribed use of the CHIP FAULT button or that is accompanied 
by any secondary indication(s) should be treated as an impending component failure.   
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ICING  
 
64. Flight into known icing conditions in the 206B3 is prohibited.  Icing can be expected when OAT is 
below 5°C and visible moisture is present.  Rain, fog, and clouds are all considered visible moisture.  
When these conditions are present, engine anti-ice and pitot heat must be turned on. 
 
65.   The indications of Icing are: 
 

a. An increase in TOT for a given torque setting; 
 

b. An increase in torque required to maintain airspeed; and/or 
 

c. Visible frost or ice on the ELT antenna, on the Wire Strike Protection System, or on the 
windscreen. 

 

 
Figure 11-1 Icing 

 
 
GROUND EMERGENCIES - GENERAL 
 
66. The emergency procedures below are separate because they occur on the ground.  Both internal 
and external engine fires pose serious threats to the aircraft and crew.  In the case of an internal fire, the 
danger is limited to the equipment.  Pilot inattention or failure to act in a timely manner can result in a 
severely over-temped engine that requires costly engine overhaul or replacement.  In the case of an 
external fire, the danger is to the crew and aircraft.  By quickly completing the emergency procedure, you 
can minimize the damage to the aircraft and ensure the safety of the crew.   
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INTERNAL (HOT START) OR POST SHUTDOWN FIRE 
 
67. An internal fire occurs when the amount of fuel supplied into the combustion chamber exceeds 
the cooling air’s ability to keep the TOT within limits.  A hot start is usually the result of a weak battery or a 
malfunction in the fuel control.  In the case of a weak battery, fuel is supplied to the combustion chamber 
at a measured rate that should lead to the engine accelerating to idle speed.  When the battery is weak, 
sufficient cooling air is not provided, and the heat resulting from the burning fuel exceeds the TOT limits.  
The case of a malfunctioning fuel control is very similar.  A condition of excess fuel is created by the fuel 
control and although the compressor is providing its normal amount of cooling air, the temperature rises 
above TOT limits. 
 
68. Another variation of a hot start can be caused by fuel pooling in the combustion chamber from a 
previous start attempt or from an attempt to start the engine with the throttle open.  In both cases, when 
the atomized fuel from the nozzles ignites, the pool provides excess fuel and exceeds the cooling air 
provided by the starter.  The burning of the excess fuel raises TOT out of limits. 
 
69. On shut down, an internal fire results when fuel flow to the engine does not fully stop when the 
throttle is closed.  Excess fuel is supplied to the combustion chamber, but the amount of fuel is not 
sufficient to make the engine accelerate to idle.  Again, adequate cooling air is not available to keep TOT 
within limits.   
 
70. The indications of an Internal (Hot Start) or Post Shutdown Fire are: 
 

a. TOT rising to between 810o and 927oC for 10 seconds, or higher than 927oC for one 
second during start;  

 
b. Red “hot start” light illuminated in the TOT gauge; or 

 
c. TOT rising above 400oC after the throttle is closed during shutdown. 

 
 

EXTERNAL FIRE DURING START 
 
71. An external fire during start is rare, but if encountered, presents a serious threat to the aircraft 
and crew.  Since the aircraft is already on the ground, the main focus is to limit damage to the aircraft by 
expeditious completion of the emergency procedure and to egress from the aircraft safely. 
 
72. The indications of an External Fire during start are: 
 

a. Smoke or flames emanating from the engine compartment; and/or  
 

b. An aircrew or groundcrew member pointing at the source of the fire and signaling with the 
sideways figure eight hand signal. 
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CHAPTER 12 
 

PRECAUTIONARY LANDING 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Although the Jet Ranger helicopter has a very good safety record, it is the responsibility of the 
pilot to be able to assess and correctly respond to the various emergency procedures outlined in the FCC 
and AOIs.  Many of these emergency procedures require that the helicopter land in a safe and expedient 
manner.  During an emergency, a precautionary landing is the preferred method of arriving at a normal 
sight picture without using a circuit. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. The precautionary landing is a procedure used during an emergency to minimize the time it 
normally takes to transition from altitude to the hover/landing when powered flight is still available.  
Smooth aircraft handling and good airmanship must not be compromised during this procedure. 
 
3. The amount of collective reduction/movement used during this procedure is dependent upon the 
emergency situation and amount of altitude to lose.  In some situations, such as a Battery Hot 
emergency, it may be beneficial to reduce collective as much as possible; whereas in other situations, 
such as a low transmission oil pressure emergency, only minimal collective movements should be 
completed. 
 
4. It is essential to maintain a minimum airspeed of 60 kts  until within 90 degrees of the wind to help 
ensure that a successful autorotative landing can be completed if required (this is referred to as the 
“60/90 rule”). 
 
 
PRECAUTIONARY LANDING 
 
5. The AOI and FCC contain specific emergency procedures for various aircraft indications.  
Illumination of a warning light or development of conditions that require immediate action frequently 
requires a precautionary landing. 
 
6. Once the emergency checklist immediate actions are complete and landing is required (Figure 
12-1/A), commence a descending turn into wind (as required) towards a suitable open area (Figure 12-
1/B).  During the descent and turn, complete a cockpit check (broken up into sections to allow for lookout 
and monitoring of the descent and turn), and transmit a MAYDAY or PANPAN (Figure 12-1/C).  When the 
aircraft is into wind and between 100 feet AGL and 300 feet AGL, reduce forward speed to an apparent 
“walking pace” (Figure 12-1/D) and pick a suitable landing spot (Figure 12-1/E). 
 
7. Complete a Transition to the Hover (TTH) to the selected spot ensuring that a “100-foot check” is 
completed to confirm that the rate of descent is less than 500 fpm (Figure 12-1/F).  The TTH may be 
terminated in the hover and followed by a normal landing or a no-hover landing may be used if the area is 
suitable. 
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Figure 12-1 Precautionary Landing 
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CHAPTER 13 
 

HYDRAULICS-OFF LANDING 
  

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Although the 206B3 flight control system incorporates a hydraulic boost system to reduce control 
forces and minimize feedback, extended flight is possible without a functioning hydraulic boost system.  
However, since in most cases, the cause of the hydraulic failure is unknown the most prudent action is 
normally to land the helicopter at the nearest suitable airfield. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. A landing with some forward speed is advisable unless the landing area precludes a run-on. 
 
3. Ensure all control pressures are released before turning the hydraulic switch back on or pulling 
the hydraulic CB. 
 
 
HYDRAULIC FAILURE 
 
4. A stiffening of the cyclic and/or collective control movement may indicate a malfunction in the 
hydraulic system.  The aircraft should be landed as soon as practicable, following the procedure in the 
206B3 FCC. 
 
5. Maintain aircraft control (suitable speed and altitude, wings level) and complete the Hydraulic 
System Failure emergency checklist (Figure 13-1/A).  If a hydraulics off approach and landing is required 
(hydraulic pressure not regained), turn the aircraft towards a suitable landing area where appropriate 
crash/fire/rescue services are available (i.e., airfield, Grabber Green) and inform ATC using a PANPAN or 
MAYDAY call as appropriate. 
 
6. Complete a cockpit check prior to landing to ensure all other aircraft systems are functioning 
normally.  Begin a shallow to normal TTH at a slightly faster pace than normal (“jogging pace” vs. “walking 
pace”) to a large flat area (Figure 13-1/B).  The shallower approach requires more gradual collective 
changes, and the slightly faster pace aids in aircraft control.  The aim point should be approximately one 
third of the distance into the landing area to allow for undershooting on short final and provide enough 
clear area for the post touchdown run-on. 
 
7. Prior to reaching 100 feet AGL, complete a “100-foot check” to confirm your rate of descent is 
less than 500 fpm (Figure 13-1/C).  After this check (at approximately 75 feet AGL), pick a new reference 
one aircraft length ahead of the landing spot and continue to this reference on the 6 degree sight picture 
(Figure 13-1/D).  As the aircraft descends through 50 feet AGL (Figure 13-1/E), adjust the pedals to keep 
the skids tracking straight over the ground (in case of engine failure).  Continue to fly the aircraft “forward 
and down” through 4 feet.  As the helicopter approaches the ground, the increase in ground effect tends 
to cause the helicopter to level off.  Maintain a positive rate of descent with the collective and forward 
speed with the cyclic (Figure 13-1/F).  During the final portion of the approach and landing, use the 
horizon/NHRs for reference to keep the aircraft level and the skids straight (this is very similar to a fixed-
wing landing). 
 
8. After ground contact, lower the collective slightly to keep the helicopter on the ground and allow 
friction to slow the helicopter to a stop; maintain directional control with pedals and “freeze” the cyclic.  
Once the helicopter stops, lower the collective fully.  
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Figure 13-1 Hydraulics-Off Landing  
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CHAPTER 14  
 

TAIL-ROTOR CONTROL FAILURES 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Even with a missing or malfunctioning tail-rotor, flight in the Jet Ranger helicopter is still possible.  
Tail-rotor failures may be caused by the following factors: 
 

a. Mechanical. Malfunction or loss of pitch change/control linkages or loss of tail-rotor drive 
due to breakdown of bearings or other rotor components; 

 
b. Mishandling. Tail-rotor strike (stumps, brush, tree branches, buildings) or striking the tail 

boom with the main rotor blades during PFLs or an actual forced landing; and 
 

c. Environment. Icing. 
 
2. Tail-rotor failures can be categorized into two broad groups: 
 

a. Failures that do not allow the pilot to maintain power-assisted flight (i.e., loss of the tail 
rotor components).  An autorotation will be required to maintain aircraft control; and  

 
b. Failures that allow power-assisted flight.  These will normally permit a safe approach and 

landing. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3. The procedures described in this chapter are used to land the helicopter safely, when a fixed-
pitch tail rotor or locked tail-rotor pedals condition exists in the hover or in-flight.  If there is a total loss of 
yaw control, the only safe recovery action during flight is to: 

 
a. Establish an autorotative glide, and if possible, maintain a minimum of 50 kts; 
 
b. If time permits, check controllability by gently applying the throttle and/or collective pitch. 

If the helicopter is controllable, resume power flight as able; 
 
c. If you encounter adverse yaw, resume an autorotative glide; 
 
d. If you cannot maintain powered flight, close the throttle completely; and 
 
e. Carry out an autorotative landing aiming for a zero-groundspeed touchdown.  To 

accomplish a zero-groundspeed landing without anti-torque control, use a steep flare as 
close to the ground as possible, and use a later than normal and more abrupt collective 
input to cushion the landing. 

 
4. It is essential that you maintain a minimum airspeed of 60 kts until within 90 degrees of the wind 
to help ensure you can complete a successful autorotative landing if required.  It is also essential to 
maintain a minimum of 300 feet AGL and 60 kts prior to commencing final approach for landing and to 
avoid flight over areas that do not permit a safe autorotative landing 
 
 
TAIL-ROTOR SYSTEM FAILURE IN THE HOVER 
 
5. A locked pedals in the hover situation is recognized by the inability to move the pedals to control 
yaw or when movement of the pedals does not change the amount of tail-rotor thrust.  Once you 
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recognize this situation, immediately determine whether the helicopter is rotating right or left.  If the 
aircraft starts to rotate to the right, reduce throttle to idle to stop the rotation and carry out a hover PFL, 
eliminating any drift with cyclic (“Right – Roll”).  The reduction in engine torque usually results in some left 
rotation after the throttle is at idle (Figure 14-1). 
 

 
Figure 14-1 Tail-Rotor System Failure in the Hover Animation (Right Roll)  

 
 
6. If the aircraft starts to rotate to the left, lower collective accepting the rotation about the mast on 
touchdown while ensuring drift is eliminated with cyclic (“Left – Land”).  Allow the aircraft to rotate once it 
is on the ground, and continue to lower the collective smoothly until the aircraft stops rotating due to 
ground/ski friction.  Do not move the cyclic after touchdown, and do not roll the throttle back to idle or off 
until the collective is fully down since this tends to increase the rotation to the left. 
 
 
TAIL-ROTOR SYSTEM FAILURE IN-FLIGHT 
 
7. It is imperative that you do not overreact in the event of a tail-rotor malfunction during flight.  
Establish a degree of controllability before deciding on the nature of the problem and how it can best be 
handled.  Maintain aircraft control if possible, and check for FOD in the tail rotor pedals on each side of 
the cockpit.  Carry out a Torque Reaction Check (Lower collective, nose of the aircraft yaws to Left, Raise 
collective, nose yaws Right) to confirm the presence of a fixed pitch tail rotor situation (Figure 14-2). 
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Figure 14-2 Torque Reaction Check  

 
 
8. Fly the aircraft towards a suitable landing area where appropriate crash/fire/rescue services are 
available (i.e., airfield, Grabber Green) at a minimum of 300 feet AGL and 60 kts.  Inform ATC of the 
situation using a MAYDAY or PANPAN call as appropriate, and complete a cockpit check prior to landing 
to ensure all other aircraft systems are functioning normally (Figure 14-3/). 
 
9. Carry out a shallow Transition to the Hover at a slightly faster pace than normal to a large flat 
area.  The shallower approach requires more gradual collective changes and the slightly faster pace aids 
in aircraft control.  The aim point should be approximately one third of the distance into the landing area 
to allow for undershooting on short final and provide enough clear area for the deceleration to zero 
groundspeed (Figure 14-3/B). 
 
10. During final approach, verbally state the approach plan and actions to be taken once the aircraft 
is in the hover i.e., “I will fly a shallower than normal approach at a jogging pace, bring the aircraft to a 
four-foot taxi, then eliminate the forward speed.  Once in the hover, I will assess the rotation of the 
aircraft.  If the aircraft rotates right, I will roll the throttle to idle and perform a hover PFL.  If the aircraft 
rotates left, I will lower the collective and land accepting the rotation.” 
 
11. Prior to reaching 100 feet AGL, complete a “100-foot check” to confirm that the rate of descent 
is less than 500 fpm (Figure 14-3/C).   
 
12. Maintain translational lift until the landing area is assured.  Fly the helicopter down to a four-foot 
taxi and use the collective to level the aircraft at four feet (Figure 14-3/D).  Use the cyclic to maintain a 
slightly faster than normal pace across the ground and to keep the helicopter tracking straight across the 
ground.  Once the helicopter is established at the four- foot taxi, use a slight cyclic flare to bring the 
groundspeed to zero, then level the helicopter to a normal hover attitude.  When the helicopter’s forward 
speed is halted and the aircraft is level, make an immediate determination whether the helicopter is 
rotating right or left and carry out the appropriate Locked Pedals in the Hover procedure (Figure 14-3/E).  
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Figure 14-3 Tail-Rotor System Failure In-Flight  
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CHAPTER 15 
 

AUTOROTATIONS 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Autorotational descents and touchdowns are used to safely land the helicopter after an engine 
failure in flight or after the engine is intentionally shutdown in response to another in-flight emergency.    
The autorotations described in this chapter are practised as separate manoeuvres, but circumstances 
may dictate that any combination of these procedures may be required to affect a safe landing.  
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. Assess the landing area for condition, surface adhesion, and firmness before landing with 
power off.  A thorough lookout prior to entry is essential to ensure a safe descent and unobstructed 
landing.  Additionally, if you intend to complete the practice forced landing (PFL) to touchdown, carry out 
the Pre-entry “FATA” check: 

 
Fuel – less than 76 gals 
Area – rating and suitability for touchdown 
Traffic – any traffic on your half of GG and its location 
Air conditioner - OFF 

 
3. Practice autorotations/simulated engine failures are normally preceded by the words "Practise 
Engine Failure."  When practising autorotations, always attempt to practise a MAYDAY call over the 
intercom.  However, do not sacrifice aircraft handling for the sake of the practice MAYDAY. 
 
4. For training purposes, prior to reaching 100 feet AGL, the following parameters must be met or 
an overshoot shall be commenced (100-foot Check): 
 
 Area – is made; 
 Rotor – NR is in the green arc (90-107%); 
 Airspeed – minimum 50 kts IAS; and 
 Drift and crab – eliminated 
 
5. Because of the relatively low airspeed during autorotations, glide distances vary considerably with 
the wind velocity.  Entry positions should be varied as required to enable effective autorotations. Wind 
velocity also affects the amount of flare required (i.e., the stronger the wind, the less the flare). 
 
 
HOVER/TAXI AUTOROTATIONS 
 
6. The procedures described below can be used to safely land the helicopter following an engine 
failure while hovering or taxiing.  The kinetic energy in the rotor is used to cushion the landing. 
 
7. For practice purposes, start with the helicopter in a normal four-foot hover/taxi (6 feet AGL 
maximum), into wind, with a cockpit check and lookout complete (Figure 15-1/A). 
 
8. After the setup is complete, state your intention to simulate an engine failure by verbalizing 
“Practice Engine Failure” and then roll the throttle smoothly to idle (Figure 15-1/B).  Maintain heading with 
pedals, and maintain position / prevent drift with the cyclic.  During a taxi PFL, use the cyclic to maintain 
forward speed.  When the aircraft has descended approximately halfway to the ground, gradually 
increase the collective to cushion the landing (the collective rate should match the sink rate of the 
helicopter).  After landing, smoothly lower the collective (Figure 15-1/C). 
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A B 
C 

Figure 15-1 Hover/Taxi Autorotations 
 
 
STRAIGHT AHEAD AUTOROTATION 
 
9. Autorotations may be safely accomplished from any height and airspeed in the green area of the 
height velocity chart in the AOIs.  For practice purposes, the straight ahead autorotation is normally 
started from 500 feet AGL and 90 kts with a cockpit check and FATA check complete.   
 
10. After the setup is complete and the helicopter is in a position that will result in a landing inside the 
desired landing area (Figure 15-2/A), look out at the horizon and state your intention to simulate an 
engine failure by verbalizing “Practice Engine Failure” and then roll the throttle smoothly to idle (Figure 
15-2/B).  Immediately after the throttle is rolled to idle, complete a “coordinated entry” as follows: 
 

a. Smoothly lower the collective to preserve NR; 
b. Apply right pedal to centre the ball; and 
c. Use slight aft cyclic pressure to adopt a decelerating attitude. 

 
11. After the coordinated entry is completed (Figure 15-2/C), verbalize the Post-Entry Check: 
 

a. Rotor – NR is in the green arc (90-107%); 
b. Motor – at idle (N1 60-62%); 
c. Ball – centered; 
d. Airspeed – state the current airspeed (should be at or reducing to 60 kts in most cases) 

 
12. During the descent, verbalize a MAYDAY call over the intercom and monitor the NR, airspeed, 
and descent path to the landing area.  NR is controlled by raising or lowering the collective slightly, and 
airspeed is controlled by adjusting the attitude while looking outside, then cross-checking inside to 
determine if you achieved the desired effect.  An attitude adjustment is normally required to change from 
the decelerating attitude to the 60 kt autorotative descent attitude. 
 
13. Prior to 100 feet AGL (Figure 15-2/D), complete the 100-foot Check (and if necessary, carry out 
a power recovery as described later in this chapter).  At approximately 75 feet AGL (Figure 15-2/E) 
commence a flare using aft cyclic pressure.  The intent of this flare is to gradually reduce forward speed 
and rate of descent to arrive over the landing area in a nose high attitude with a very low (or no) rate of 
descent and low airspeed (approximately taxi speed) with the tail approximately four feet above the 
ground.  Given varying winds, descent rates and density altitudes, the flare height does not change; to 
achieve the desired end state, adjust the amount of flare (nose high attitude) and the rate at which the 
attitude is changed.  It is necessary to use the pedals to keep the aircraft straight, and it may be 
necessary to use collective to control the NR in the flare. 
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Figure 15-2 Straight Ahead Autorotation  

 
14. The landing portion begins when the aircraft arrives at 10 feet AGL (with the tail approximately 4 
feet AGL) and the flare is no longer effective in reducing the rate of descent or the forward speed (Figure 
15-3A).  At this point, perform a collective “check” to arrest any remaining rate of descent by raising the 
collective briskly about 3 to 4 inches.  After a slight pause to allow the collective “check” to take effect, 
use a slight forward cyclic movement to level the aircraft to the normal hover/taxi attitude (Figure 15-3/B).  
Using the same procedure/ technique as during a hover/taxi PFL, cushion the landing with the collective, 
prevent drift with the cyclic and keep the skids aligned with the direction of travel with the pedals (Figure 
15-3/C).  Do not attempt to “hold it off”, because NR will decay below the safety limit of 70 per cent for 
touchdown from autorotations (minimum 60 per cent during run-on).   
 
15. After landing, smoothly lower the collective fully at a rate dependant on the deceleration 
rate/qualities and continue to control direction will pedals until the aircraft is stopped.  The cyclic should 
be “frozen” (not moved) after landing to prevent mast bumping or pylon whirl (Figure 15-3/D). 
 

 

A 
B 

C D 

Figure 15-3 Landing from Autorotation  
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180-DEGREE AUTOROTATION 
 
16. While it is not always be necessary to carry out a complete 180 degree turn to position the 
helicopter into wind after an engine failure, this procedure enables you to practise the “worst-case turn” 
scenario.  For practice purposes, the 180 degree turning autorotation is normally started from the 
downwind position at 500 feet AGL and 90 kts, with a cockpit check and FATA check complete.   
 
17. After the setup is complete and the helicopter is in a position that will result in a landing inside the 
desired landing area, look out at the horizon (to assist with attitude flying), state your intention to simulate 
an engine failure by verbalizing “Practice Engine Failure” and then roll the throttle smoothly to idle.  After 
the coordinated entry is complete, immediately use the cyclic to briskly roll the helicopter towards the 
landing area using 30 to 45 degrees of bank and apply back pressure to turn the helicopter.  A collective 
increase of about 3 to 4 inches is required to control NR (the tighter the turn, the greater the increase in 
NR and the more collective increase will be required).  Even when turning to the left, a small amount of 
right pedal will be required to keep the ball centred. 
 
18. Complete the Post-Entry Check and simulated MAYDAY call.  As airspeed decreases, readjust 
the attitude as required to maintain 60 kts but maintain bank and back pressure.  As you reach the 
desired into wind landing direction, briskly roll the helicopter out of the turn and lower the collective fully to 
maintain RRPM in the green arc.  A slight nose-up attitude adjustment is normally required to maintain  
60 kts.  Complete the “100-foot Check” and carry out the flare and touchdown as in a straight ahead 
autorotation. 
 
 

 
Figure 15-4  180° Autorotation Animation 
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UNEXPECTED AUTOROTATION 
 
19. The Unexpected Autorotation is used to practice immediate actions required to safely land the 
helicopter after a sudden, unplanned engine failure in flight.  It may be initiated at an altitude no lower 
than 250 feet AGL and at an airspeed no lower than 60 kts anytime a safe landing area can be reached.  
 
20. When the aircraft is situated within the setup parameters, the Unexpected Autorotation is preceded 
by the phrase “Practice Engine Failure” or “Simulated” and rolling the throttle to idle.  Complete a 
coordinated entry and pick a suitable landing area (preferably into wind).  As required, immediately use 
the cyclic to briskly turn the helicopter towards the landing area while controlling NR with the collective.  
Complete the Post-Entry Check and simulated MAYDAY call.   
 
21. Once you have determined that the aircraft can reach the desired landing area, initiate a power 
recovery as described below.  If an approved autorotational area is used (e.g., Grabber Green or the 
infield), you may continue the autorotation to touchdown, if all 100foot Check parameters are met. 

 
 
POWER RECOVERY FROM AUTOROTATION 
 
22. During training, it is often desirable or necessary to carry out a practice autorotation without 
completing the landing portion.  The Power Recovery procedure is used to allow you to practice turns, 
range variations, and unexpected simulated engine failures when not in autorotation touchdown areas.  It 
is also used during practice autorotations when any of the parameters of the 100-foot Check are not met. 
 
23. After you have determined that a power recovery is desired or necessary, begin the power recovery 
by smoothly and slowly increasing throttle to full.  The throttle shall be full before reaching 100 feet above 
all obstacles.  The collective should remain fully down until the throttle is fully open unless an increase is 
required to control N2 and NR.  After the throttle is fully open, smoothly raise the collective to climb 
power, adjust attitude to maintain 70 kts and adjust pedals as required to control yaw.  Minimum airspeed 
during a power recovery is 50 kts. 
 
24. The Power Recovery is to be completed so that a positive rate of climb is achieved prior to 50 feet 
above all obstacles within 200 feet of track.  50 feet is not a target, it is a limit; the power recovery should 
be initiated once the intent of the practice autorotation has been achieved or you have determined that a 
power recovery is required for safety reasons.   
 
 
RANGE VARIATIONS 
 
25. During any autorotation, it may be necessary to employ variations in airspeed and NR to affect a 
landing in a suitable area.  Minimum descent rate during an autorotation in the 206B3 is achieved at 52 
kts and 90% NR while maximum gliding range is attained at 69 kts and 90% NR. 
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CHAPTER 16 
 

HOVERING FLIGHT 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1.     Flexibility in hovering operations is one of the helicopter’s greatest strengths.  Precise piloting in 
this environment is a basic skill all helicopter pilots are expected to possess.    
 
2.     Hovering, hovering turns, and taxiing were covered in earlier chapters and serve as the building 
blocks for more complex hovering manoeuvres.  When combined with sideward flight, rearward flight, and 
turns about the nose or tail, the manoeuvring potential of a helicopter can be fully realized. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
3.     Maintain a light touch on the flight controls.  Do not over control.   
 
4.     As with all hovering exercises, the practice area should be relatively flat and free of obstructions.  
Avoid areas with loose surface materials such as dust, sand, snow, and leaves.  Visually clear the tail and 
verbalize that the area is clear prior to moving the tail into a new position. 
 
 
SIDEWARD FLIGHT 
 
5.     Sideward flight can be described as taxiing sideways, with the nose of the helicopter 90 degrees 
to the direction of travel.  Establish a stable four-foot hover into the wind.  Perform a clearing turn in the 
direction of intended flight to check for obstacles and traffic.   
 
6.     Select at least two lateral visual reference points to prevent fore or aft drift.  The reference points 
should not be too close to the aircraft to allow for earlier recognition of drift and height changes.  Identify 
the stop line over which the sideward manoeuvre will be terminated. 
 
7.     Complete the clearing turn by turning back into the wind.  Note heading.  Use slight cyclic 
pressure in the desired direction to initiate sideward flight.  Use a combination of pedal and cyclic inputs 
to maintain heading and fore and aft position between the lateral reference points.  Use the collective to 
maintain a height of four feet.  
 
8.     Lateral speed should be no faster than a walking pace.   
 
9.     To stop the lateral movement, apply cyclic pressure in the opposite direction of flight.  When 
movement stops, neutralize the controls to establish a stable hover at a four foot height. 
 
 
REARWARD FLIGHT 
 
10. Rearward flight can be described as taxiing backwards, with the nose of the helicopter into wind.  
Establish a stable four-foot hover into the wind.  Perform a 180 degree clearing turn to ensure the area 
behind the helicopter is clear of obstacles and traffic.  Identify the stop line over which the rearward 
manoeuvre will be terminated and ensure this line will be visible on either side of the aircraft when 
pointing into wind.   
 
11. Complete the clearing turn by turning back into the wind.  Select at least two visual reference 
points to prevent sidewards drift.  Reference points should not be too close to the aircraft to allow for 
earlier recognition of drift and height changes. 
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12. Increase height to six feet with the collective and note heading.  Slight aft cyclic pressure should 
be used to initiate rearward flight. Rearward flight should be conducted at a slow walking pace.  Use a 
combination of pedal and cyclic inputs to maintain heading and lateral position between the reference 
points.  Use the collective to maintain a height of six feet. 
 
13.     To stop the rearward movement, apply forward cyclic pressure.  When movement stops, 
neutralize the controls, and use the collective to descend and re-establish a stable hover at a four foot 
height. 
 
 
TURN AROUND THE NOSE 
 
14. A Turn Around the Nose can be described as a combination of a hover turn and sideward flight, 
with the nose of the helicopter pointing towards the centre of the circle.  Start from a normal hover and 
note the heading.  Visually clear the area where the manoeuvre will be completed for obstacles and 
aircraft. 
 
15. Select a reference point approximately 15 to 20 feet in front of the aircraft.  Visualize an imaginary 
vertical axis at the reference point.  Using the axis as the centre of a circle, manoeuvre the aircraft around 
the axis (using sideward flight) while maintaining a constant radius, keeping the nose pointed at the 
reference point using the pedals.  Turns can be completed in either direction. 
 
16. Use coordinated cyclic and pedal inputs to maintain a constant rate turn about the imaginary 
vertical axis along a circle on the ground positioned under the pilot’s seat while compensating for the 
effects of the wind.  As the relative direction of the wind changes, adjust cyclic and pedal inputs to prevent 
in/out drift and to maintain the desired rates of sidewards movement and hover turn.  Use collective inputs 
to maintain a height of four feet and to compensate for power demands from the tail rotor. 
 
17. Anticipate reaching the origination point and initial heading to prevent overshoot.  Stop the 
sideward rotation by applying opposite cyclic pressure.  When movement stops, neutralize the controls to 
re-establish a stable hover at a four foot height. 
 
 
TURN AROUND THE TAIL 
 
18. A Turn Around the Tail can be described as a combination of a hover turn and sideward flight, 
with the tail of the helicopter at the centre of the circle.  To start this sequence, establish a normal hover 
then perform a clearing turn to ensure the area to be used for the manoeuvre is clear of obstacles and 
traffic.  Complete the clearing turn by turning back into the wind. Note the heading.   
 
19. Imagine a reference point directly beneath the tail.  Visualize an imaginary vertical axis at the 
reference point.  Using the axis as the centre of a circle, manoeuvre the aircraft cockpit around the axis 
(using sideward flight) along an imaginary circle on the ground under the pilot’s seat while keeping the tail 
over the reference point using the pedals.  Turns can be completed in either direction. 
 
20. Use coordinated cyclic and pedal inputs to maintain a constant rate turn about the imaginary 
vertical axis while compensating for the effects of the wind.  Use collective inputs to maintain a height of 
four feet and to compensate for power demands from the tail-rotor.  
 
21. Anticipate reaching the origination point and initial heading to prevent overshoot.  Stop the 
sideward motion by applying slight opposite cyclic.  When movement stops, neutralize the controls to 
establish a stable hover at a four-foot height. 
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Figure 16-1 Turn Around the Nose Animation 

 

 
Figure 16-2 Turn Around the Tail Animation 
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TECHNIQUE 
 
22. Hovering flight manoeuvres take practice to fly precisely.  Anticipation and measured control 
inputs will enable you to smoothly turn the aircraft in any wind condition. 
 
23. As the tail of the helicopter passes through the wind line, it tends to accelerate the turn.  
Additionally, the nose of the aircraft will drop when the tail is directly into the wind.  Adjust pedal input as 
necessary to maintain a constant rate of turn and add aft cyclic to prevent forward drift when the wind is 
on the tail.   
 
24. Avoid excessive yaw rates.  The high-rate right yaw may exceed the tail-rotor’s arresting ability 
and lead to a Loss of Tail-Rotor Effectiveness (LTE) condition.  Left turns are preferable, particularly in 
high winds. 
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CHAPTER 17 
 

NO-HOVER TAKE-OFF AND LANDING 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The no-hover take-off is a take-off with an immediate transition to forward flight.  The no-hover 
landing is a transition from forward flight to touchdown.  In either case, a hover is not established. 
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. Ensure that the landing area is free of obstacles, firm, and flat enough for a landing with some 
forward speed.  Exercise caution not to land with forward speed if you suspect the surface is sticky. 
 
3. Smooth control handling is essential in these manoeuvres.  A slight ground run in a level attitude 
is more acceptable than a late flare to achieve zero ground speed.  As well, a late and perhaps 
insufficient rotation to the accelerating attitude is preferable to over-rotation during the No-Hover Take-off. 
 
 
NO-HOVER TAKE-OFF 
 
4. Complete a normal takeoff so you can complete a clearing turn.  Land the helicopter, lower the 
collective fully, and centralize the cyclic after landing (Figure 17-1/A). 
 
5. While looking out at the Normal Hover References, smoothly and slowly raise the collective 
without pausing at “light on the skids.”  As the helicopter rotates forward to the accelerating attitude, use 
slight aft cyclic to maintain this attitude.  Maintaining directional control with pedals, continue to increase 
the collective allowing the helicopter to start moving forward as it leaves the ground.  Maintain the 
accelerating attitude with cyclic (Figure 17-1/B).  
 
6. If you do not achieve translational lift prior to reaching four feet, then prevent sink with collective 
and apply climb power only after you have achieved translational lift Figure 17-1/C).  If you achieve 
translational lift, continue to increase collective to climb power and proceed with a normal TTFF and climb 
Figure 17-1/D).   
 

 

B 
C 

D 

A 

Figure 17-1 No-Hover Take-Off  
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Figure 17-2 No-Hover Take-Off Animation 

 
7. Due the difference in hovering attitude with only one pilot on board, it will not normally be possible 
to rotate directly to the accelerating attitude when flying solo.  In this case, use sufficient cyclic to ensure 
the helicopter starts to move forward as it leaves the ground (this will result in a more level attitude) and 
rotate to the accelerating attitude once the helicopter is clear of the ground. 
 
 
NO-HOVER LANDING 
 
8. Begin a normal transition from forward flight (Figure 17-3/A).  As part of the 100-foot check, 
include an assessment of the landing spot to confirm it is suitable for a no-hover landing (Figure 17-3/B).  
Continue the normal approach sight picture, but visually shift the reference spot approximately one-half of 
an aircraft length into wind while descending through 75 feet AGL (Figure 17-3/C). This will result in a 
constant sight picture to the ground versus a termination over the desired spot at four feet. 
 
9. When passing through 50 ft AGL ensure the skids are aligned with the direction of travel (Figure 
17-3/D).  Allow the aircraft to continue forward and down through the normal four-foot hover position. Use 
the collective to maintain sight picture, cyclic to maintain walking pace, and pedals to keep the skids 
straight.  The approach terminates with the helicopter smoothly touching down, with crab, drift and bank 
eliminated with little or no ground run.  Lower the collective fully once any forward movement has stopped 
(Figure 17-3/E).  
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A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

100 Feet 

75 Feet

50 Feet

Figure 17-3 No-Hover Landing  
 
 
ALTITUDE-OVER-AIRSPEED TAKE-OFF 
 
10. An “altitude-over-airspeed” take-off is used during low external visibility/white-out conditions 
created with an application of power.  This manoeuvre is not intended for use as a method for entering 
clouds.   
 
11. For practice purposes, perform a pre-take-off check, clearing turn (minimum 90 degrees), land 
and lower the collective fully or remain in the hover into wind.  If you are using this procedure for take-off 
during restricted visibility conditions such as recirculating snow, sand, or other similar obscuring 
phenomena, the clearing turn is not to be completed. 
 
12. Slightly quicker than normal, smoothly raise the collective to 85% Q without pausing.  Eliminate 
drift (if possible), control attitude with the cyclic and control heading with the pedals.  When you note 
positive rates of climb on the altimeter and VSI, ease the cyclic forward to adopt a normal accelerating 
attitude.  In low external visibility conditions, you can accomplish this by placing the azimuth bar on the 
horizon using the Attitude Indicator. 
 
13. When clear of any obscuring phenomena, revert to a normal climb. 
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CHAPTER 18 
 

MODIFIED APPROACH 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. A modified approach is a safe and expeditious way to get down to the ground safely.  It usually 
involves a more rapid than normal loss of speed and altitude before the start of a shorter than normal 
transition to the hover.  A modified approach will result in the interception of a normal sight picture 
between 100 and 300 feet AGL.   
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. The same considerations, checks, and lookout as for normal transitions apply in this manoeuvre.  
Ensure that the helicopter is lined up into wind and that the vertical speed is less than 500 fpm passing 
through 100 feet AGL. 
 
3. Once you make the decision to carry out a modified approach, it is essential that you formulate a 
plan for the approach quickly.  This plan includes the flight path to be flown as well as a few key 
airspeeds and altitudes along the flight path. 
 
4. You must evaluate and consider the wind velocity in the approach plan, and you must ensure that 
a safe airspeed commensurate with heading/wind velocity is maintained.  This requires a minimum 
airspeed of 60 kts until the aircraft is within 90 degrees of the into wind heading. 
 
5.  If practical, keep the landing spot in sight throughout the manoeuvre. 
 
 
MODIFIED APPROACH PROCEDURE 
 
6. Modified approaches may be initiated from any altitude at or above 250 feet AGL, at airspeeds of 
60 kts or above, and on any heading relative to the final approach heading.  Once you have identified 
your desired landing spot, consider the landing spot, wind, and ideal sight picture interception point (the 
“window”) before deciding on an approach plan (Figure 18-1/A).   
 
7. Maintain initial airspeed as long as possible.  Coordinate turn if required (Figure 18-1/B). Descend 
and decelerate smoothly so as to intercept the normal sight picture between 100 feet and 300 feet AGL 
(Figure 18-1/C) at the appropriate ground speed (an apparent walking pace). Plan your turn so you do not 
require the use of more than 30 degrees of bank.   
 
8. Ensure you perform a good lookout.  Complete the pre-landing check in segments to avoid 
spending too much time “in the cockpit” and to permit continual re-assessment of the approach plan, 
aircraft altitude, and airspeed. 
 
9. Complete the 100-foot check (Figure 18-1/D) and a normal transition to the hover or a no-hover 
landing if desired (Figure 18-1/E). 
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Figure 18-1 Modified Approach 
 

 
Figure 18-2 Modified Approach Animation 
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CHAPTER 19 
 

OFF-LEVEL LANDING AND TAKE-OFF 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The Jet Ranger can be landed safely on unprepared, sloping surfaces using the techniques 
described below.  Off-level procedures are simply extensions of the normal landing and take-off 
procedures and techniques.   
 
 
AIRMANSHIP 
 
2. Initial practice of off-level landings are made on shallow slopes until proficiency increases.  The 
maximum slope for landing the Jet Ranger is not defined in the 206B Rotorcraft Flight Manual or Aircraft 
Operating Instructions but is dependant upon several interrelated aircraft, pilot and environmental 
limitations.  The physical lateral cyclic stops may be reached when landing on a steep cross-slope, but 
there are no physical control “stops” in the fore and aft directions (other than static stop to mast contact).  
Remember that the pilot-specific limits may be less than aircraft limits because of bulky flying clothing, 
wind, or pilot abilities.  Surface conditions (friction) and wind from different directions will also effect the 
maximum slope upon which a safe, controlled landing may be made. 
 
3. Prior to conducting an off-level landing, position the helicopter in a four-foot hover in a location 
where the intended landing surface is visible, complete a cockpit check, and verbalize the SSOWS check: 

 
S – Slope – assess the degree of slope.  Does it appear to be within aircraft and pilot ability 

limits?  Are there variations in the slope? 
 
S – Surface – assess the intended landing surface.  What does the surface consist of (grass, dirt, 

rocks, snow, etc)?  Will the helicopter slide on landing or take-off?  Is the surface rough 
enough to catch a ski on take-off or landing? 

 
O – Obstacles – are there any obstacles on or around the intended landing area? Look carefully 

for obstacles to the tail rotor. 
 
W – Wind – what is the wind speed and direction?  Will there be any turbulence?  How will the 

wind affect the off-level landing and take-off? 
 
S – Spot – identify the spot for landing.  This is normally done by stating where the pilot intends to 

place the uphill ski.   
 
4. When manoeuvring in sloped areas, always attempt to turn the tail down slope. 
 
5. If appropriate, brief all passengers to approach and depart the helicopter from the downhill side. 
 
 
BASIC OFF-LEVEL LANDING 

 
6. Once the SSOWS check and other setup items are complete, taxi the helicopter to a position 
above the intended landing spot, maintaining four-foot skid clearance at all times.  Commence a normal 
landing sequence with collective, while maintaining position with cyclic and preventing yaw with the 
pedals.   
 
7. When the uphill ski touches the ground briefly stop the landing sequence (pause) and reassess 
the slope and intended landing area.  After pausing, continue to slowly lower the collective, using cyclic 
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only as required to prevent drift.   The cyclic will normally have to be displaced into the hill as the 
collective is lowered very smoothly and slowly.  Anticipate the cyclic requirement, but do not react 
prematurely - the collective and cyclic are moved simultaneously.  Remember, wind direction, C of G, and 
terrain will also have an effect of cyclic input.  Continue to reassess the slope during the lowering of the 
downhill ski.  If aircraft or pilot limits are reached, stop the landing sequence and return to the hover as 
described in the “Sequence of Events – Take-off” section below. 
 
8. Once the downhill ski is on the ground, complete a seating check.  A seating check should be 
completed any time a landing is carried out on an unknown surface.  To complete a seating check, 
reduce the collective in stages and, prior to fully lowering the collective, gently displace the pedals to 
ensure that the skids are firmly seated.  When the helicopter is firmly seated, the collective may be fully 
lowered (no further cyclic movement should be required once both skis are on the ground).  After the 
collective is fully lowered, complete the landing by slowly neutralizing the cyclic.  In marshy areas or on 
crusty snow, it may be prudent to keep partial power on to prevent the skids from sinking through the 
ground surface.   
 
 

 
Figure 19-1 Off-Level Landing Animation 

 
 
BASIC OFF-LEVEL TAKE-OFF 
 
9. Complete a pre-take-off check, including a confirmation that the CG of the helicopter either has or 
has not changed.  Looking outside, use the cyclic to bring the rotor disc parallel to the horizon.  (This 
should place the cyclic in approximately the same position as it was at the end of the landing sequence).  
Slowly commence a normal take-off sequence with collective. Left pedal will be required to counteract 
yaw.  As the downhill ski rises off the ground, use the cyclic to prevent drift and gradually return it to the 
normal hovering position.  The rate at which the cyclic is re-positioned will (normally) match the rate at 
which the collective is raised. 
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10. When the helicopter is in the normal hovering attitude with the uphill ski still touching the ground, 
briefly stop the take-off sequence (pause), and ensure that the uphill ski is not “pinned” to the hill.  After 
pausing, continue to slowly raise the collective and continue a normal take-off to the four-foot hover.  
 
11. Once the take-off has been completed, the helicopter may be manoeuvred off the hill or away 
from the intended landing area using a normal taxi or sidewards flight.  Do not turn the tail of the 
helicopter towards the hill.   
 
 

 
Figure 19-2 Off-Level Take-Off Animation 

 
 
UPSLOPE OR DOWN SLOPE LANDING AND TAKE-OFF 
 
12. Landing upslope (toes on first) or down slope (heels on first) requires the same basic technique: 
hover, initial descent, ski contact, pause/reassessment of slope, landing, and seating check.  It is 
extremely important to be aware of the tail-rotor clearance and to position the aircraft so the tail will not 
contact the hill during the landing. 
 
13. Due to the installation of the skis, sliding during landing and take-off is more likely during upslope 
and down slope off-levels.  If the surface of the slope is at all slick (snow, ice, wet grass) the aircraft will 
have a tendency to slide, and the action of centralizing the cyclic after the seating check may not always 
be possible.  Additionally, the heels of the skis are quite “springy” so it may be necessary to lower the 
collective slightly more than normal to prevent bouncing during tail-high landings.   
 
 
COMPOUND-SLOPE VARIATIONS 
 
14. Landing may also be made at any angle between cross-slope and up- or down-slope.  When 
landing on a “compound slope,” the initial ground contact will be by the toe or heel of one of the skis, and 
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the helicopter will tend to pivot about this point.  Control handling must be especially smooth on 
compound-slope landings. 
 
15. Ensure that there will be adequate tail-rotor clearance before attempting to land. 
 
 
MANOEUVRING AROUND THE HILL 
 
16. Manoeuvring around the hill can be accomplished using any combination of taxiing, sidewards 
flight, and turns around the nose.  During any manoeuvring around an off-level area, you must ensure 
that the tail-rotor is always in a safe area. 
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CHAPTER 20 
 

UNUSUAL AIRCRAFT HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS & CONTROL RESPONSES IN THE 
JET RANGER HELICOPTER1 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. This series on unusual handling characteristics and control responses in the Jet Ranger 
helicopter was developed as a means of preventing accidents in training and operations.  The intent of 
this series is to provide students and qualified helicopter pilots with sufficient knowledge and expertise to 
recognize, avoid, and, when necessary, effect early recovery procedures for specific, little-known, 
unusual flight situations in the Jet Ranger helicopter. 
 
2. There is an old saying that "a pilot must learn from the mistakes or experiences of others, for he 
likely will not live long enough to make all of the mistakes himself."   This adage might be summed up as 
pilot professional development.  Like a doctor, today's pilot must voluntarily keep abreast of technological 
change and new techniques in his particular area of flying operations.  There is a wealth of handling 
information available through periodicals from other air forces as well as excellent technical handbooks 
on rotary-wing aerodynamics, produced by noted aeronautical experts.  They are all tools of the 
professional pilot, equally important as the familiar Aircraft Operating Instructions (AOI) for each type of 
aircraft.  It is not enough, today, just to know "what" an aircraft can do; we must continually strive toward 
understanding "why" and "how" a helicopter reacts under varied conditions of weight, speed, temperature, 
density altitude, and pilot experience (response and handling). 
 
3. This précis will attempt to provide pilots with some of the "hows" and "whys" for five specific 
conditions of helicopter flight.  These are by no means the total number of unusual phenomena; 
undoubtedly more will be discovered through continued experience in helicopter operations.   
 
 
PYLON WHIRL 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Pylon whirl is a little understood but potentially dangerous, indeed catastrophic, condition that is 
associated with the Jet Ranger helicopter.  Its unmistakable presence has already been responsible for 
one aircraft sustaining C-category damage at Portage la Prairie.  Because of the type of operations 
carried out at 3 CFFTS involving many PFLs combined with student flying, the possibility of its recurrence 
is always present.  This section will deal with the phenomenon of pylon whirl, its causes, effects, and 
prevention. 
 
 
DEFINITIONS 
 
2. The term 'pylon' as used here, refers to the transmission and rotor-mast assembly as a whole. 
 
3. The Jet Ranger Maintenance Manual defines and discusses pylon whirl as follows: 
 

"... a combination of very low rotor speeds and high collective pitch angles, which results in 
excessive flapping of the main rotor hub, which, in turn, causes bumping and rotation of the pylon 
in an elliptical pattern.  Pylon whirl will usually include spike knocking and swashplate-to-cowling 
contact." 

 
1Originally prepared by 3 CFFTS Portage la Prairie 
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ANALYSIS 
 
4. It is now necessary to examine how this chain of events causes pylon whirl.  First consideration 
must be given to the combined effects of low rotor RPM (approximately 60% RRPM or lower) and high 
pitch angles on the disc as a whole.  The aerodynamic effects of these two in combination leads to 
excessive flapping and general instability of the disc.  If unabated, this instability will continue to 
extremes.  The resulting extreme rotor-system instability is transmitted through the mast to the 
transmission itself.  The instability is manifested in the transmission by a movement of the transmission in 
an elliptical pattern.  This motion is referred to as pylon whirl. 
 
 
EFFECTS 
 
5. It must be remembered that the pylon motion is violent, excessive, and extends both laterally and 
fore and aft with great force.  These motions are transmitted via the transmission mounts to the airframe 
itself.  The airframe, because it cannot always move in response to these vibrations, will become 
overstressed at certain points, as can be seen in the photos (Figure 20-1 and 20-2).  The damage occurs 
not where the transmission mounts join the airframe but further back beneath the engine access doors 
and eventually the tail boom (Figure 20-3 and 20-4).  This is due to the fact that the greater distance the 
force moves, the greater its effects - a sort of whiplash effect. 
 
6. The damage under the engine access doors seems, at first glance, to be confined to skin 
wrinkles.  However, the main support stringers of the aircraft run along either side of the aircraft just 
beneath the engine access doors.  On the aircraft in Figure 20-5 and 20-6, the support stringers had been 
badly cracked to the point where failure was imminent.  The tail-boom damage is similar and, if severe 
enough, could easily result in total tail-boom failure. 
 
7. Secondary damage, as stated in the reference, includes cowling-to-swashplate contact.  This 
occurs because of the high pitch angle of the blades, which necessitates an elevated position of the 
upper swashplate assembly.  This elevated position, combined with the motion of the pylon assembly, 
results in the contact of the swashplate to the cowling. 
 

 
Figure 20-1 Pylon Whirl Effects 1 
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Figure 20-2 Pylon Whirl Effects 2 

 
 

 
Figure 20-3 Pylon Whirl Effects 3 
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Figure 20-4 Pylon Whirl Effects 4 

 

 
Figure 20-5 Pylon Whirl Effects 5 
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Figure 20-6 Pylon Whirl Effects 6 

 
 
8. The damages discussed and illustrated here prove that pylon whirl is an extremely dangerous 
and potentially catastrophic phenomenon.  Now that its causes and effects are known, it is necessary to 
examine areas of operation where the potential of pylon whirl exists and what conditions may aggravate 
it. 
 
 
PREVENTION 
 
9. The most obvious situation for potential pylon whirl occurs during an autorotation.  The lack of 
engine power, intentional or unintentional, will always create the potential for a lack of rotor RPM.  High 
collective-blade-pitch angles can occur either during entry or throughout the autorotation, depending on 
the pilot's input.  During an unexpected engine failure, for instance, slow pilot response in lowering the 
collective will lead to low rotor RPM.  This will be accompanied by a high blade-pitch angle, if the power 
setting was high before engine failure.  Attempting to stretch a glide to make the landing area at the 
bottom of an autorotation by raising the collective will have the same results: the possibility of an 
excessively low rotor RPM and high pitch angles that could lead to pylon whirl.  The situations that could 
lead to pylon whirl are varied when one considers that low rotor RPM and high pitch angles can cause the 
phenomenon.  All pilots will not be able to avoid these two situations all the time, but knowledge of the 
causes of pylon whirl will create an awareness of the potential of the symptoms.  There are, however, 
situations where not only the symptoms will exist, but where the effects could be accelerated and 
worsened. 
 
10. The situation involves ground contact of the aircraft during a high-speed run-on, low-rotor-RPM 
forced landing.  The ground contact can aggravate the situation or the damage, depending on the stage 
of development.  If the rotor instability exists but has not yet induced pylon whirl, the run-on with its 
resulting rapid or uneven deceleration could conceivably start the motion necessary to cause pylon whirl.  
If pylon whirl is already in evidence, the ground contact may not only make it worse but also may increase 
the chances of severe damage.  If the airframe's ability to harmonize itself with the motions generated by 
pylon whirl are reduced or removed, the damage will occur.  The airframe becomes rigid upon its contact 
with the ground and, as a result, the motions and vibrations generated by the pylon whirl cannot dissipate 
and must manifest themselves in the airframe; the damage is inevitable. 
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11. Another situation also involves high run-on during a forced landing.  Again, if pylon whirl has 
occurred or is about to occur, it may be aggravated if the run-on speed is high enough.  Airflow through 
the rotor resulting from the high run-on speed during the ground run will aggravate the rotor instability, 
thereby worsening the situation. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
12. Pylon whirl is a dangerous phenomenon that can arise unexpectedly from a variety of situations, 
some of which confront helicopter pilots every day.  It is hoped that this discussion will shed some light on 
how it occurs and will generate some discussion as to other situations where it may arise.  At this point, it 
is enough to realize that where excessively low rotor RPM and high collective-pitch angles occur in 
combination, pylon whirl is a distinct and dangerous possibility. 
 
 
MAST BUMPING 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. A critical condition can exist on helicopters having a teetering rotor design when the hub makes 
inadvertent dynamic contact with the rotor's mast.  This applies to all Bell 206 series helicopters.  If 
contact is sufficient to cause an indentation of the mast, the driving torque of the engine can ultimately 
twist or sever the mast.   Such devastating results should motivate all pilots to examine the mast-bumping 
phenomenon closely so that we can understand the ways to avoid conditions which contribute to 
excessive hub-flapping, leading to mast separations. 
 
 
ACCIDENT DATA 
 
2. Accident data gathered in US Army flying operations in the area of mast bumping is quite 
alarming.  Approximately 50 mast-separation in-flight helicopter break-up accidents have resulted in 189 
pilot/crew fatalities and a material cost of over 50 million dollars.  Although in most cases the accident 
investigation efforts were plagued by uncertainties, lack of eye witnesses, and post-crash fires, the one 
common trend of occurrence was severe mast bumping, followed by mast separation in the static stop 
area of the main rotor hub.  Admittedly, material failure of critical components may have initiated the 
sequence in some cases, but the cause of each catastrophic mishap was truly separation of the main 
rotor mast as a result of severe mast bumping. 
 
3. Now that we are forewarned and convinced that mast separation can and does occur, the 
following paragraphs will attempt to help all pilots understand the major contributing conditions which set 
the scene for mast bumping and how these conditions can be avoided. 
 
 
NORMAL FLAPPING ANGLES 
 
4. Rotor design for teetering rotors, such as the system found on the Jet Ranger, allows the main 
rotor blades to flap about a common pivot point to compensate for dissymmetry of lift.  Typically, the 8 ° 
stops to mast clearance in the Jet Ranger provides adequate safe flapping margins for normal operations 
and has been conclusively proven by instrumented flight tests and many years of production flight 
operations to be quite reliable and relatively trouble-free.  However, it is important to note that the rotor 
hub can contact the rotor mast if the main-rotor hub flapping is of the order of 8 °.  The pilots' job is to 
operate their helicopters in such a manner that the rotor hub's deflection is contained to flapping values 
considerably less than the maximum. 
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CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO EXCESSIVE FLAPPING 
 
5. Considerable testing of teetering-rotor helicopters has revealed certain conditions that contribute 
to excessive flapping.  Under normal flying operations, we can expect flapping to increase by values 
noted in the table below under the conditions shown. 
 

   
GROUP  CONTRIBUTING CONDITIONS  TYPICAL FLAPPING VALUES 

   
I High Forward Speeds 1° - 2° 

Low Rotor RPM 
High Density Altitudes 
High Gross Weights 
 

   
II Turbulence 2° - 3° 

 
   

Sudden Trim Changes 
Centre-of-Gravity Offsets 
High Sideslip Velocities 
Rightward Direction 
 

III Up to 9° - 10° 

 
IV 

 
Low G-Loading 
 

 
Up to 12° - 13° (or more) 

Table 20-1 CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO EXCESSIVE FLAPPING 
 
 
6. For example, a typical, fully loaded teetering-rotor helicopter operating at maximum gross weight, 
full forward CG, at 90 kts cruise on a standard day at 2000 feet MSL is characterized by rotor-flapping 
values of 2 to 3 °.  However, should other conditions, such as those listed in Group III or Group IV of the 
table be present, a rapid build-up in flapping can develop.  For example, a simulation experiment of a UH-
1H  verified that a simple engine failure, followed by an abrupt autorotation entry with a CG offset of 6 
inches forward of allowable limits, caused flapping values in excess of 12 °.  While this unlikely flight 
configuration is an extreme example, flights were made in Vietnam under these conditions.  It is also 
possible to be in these conditions while conducting field operations if loads are accepted without doing 
proper calculations.  Had the foregoing experiment been an actual flight situation, severe mast bumping 
could have destroyed the aircraft. 
 
 
EFFECTS OF SIDEWARD FLIGHT 
 
7. It is not commonly known among helicopter pilots that sideward velocities of approximately 30 kts 
to the right cause much higher flapping angles than sideward flights to the left.  For example, hovering or 
right sideslips can develop as much as 9 ° flapping as opposed to 4 to 4 1/2 ° of flapping under the same 
conditions when hovering or sideslipping to the left.  Therefore, relatively common situations such as 
hovering with a strong crosswind could significantly reduce hub-to-mast clearance.   
 
 
WORST CONDITIONS - GROUP IV 
 
8. Group IV operations (see table above) with low G-loadings seem to impose the greatest 
operational restraint to teetering rotors from a mast-bumping standpoint.  By design, this rotor requires 
positive values of G-loadings for cyclic control.  Flight tests have generally confirmed that whenever we 
operate at G-loads less than 0.5 G, the aircraft will start to show adverse signs of control response, and, 
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as the G-loading is reduced to approximately 0.2 G, functional loss of effective cyclic control is fully 
developed.  Therefore, we must refine our techniques to ensure that our flight regimes sustain a positive 
G-load of no lower than 0.5 G. 
 
 
PREVENTION OF MAST BUMPING 
 
9. The normal design of teetering-rotor helicopters provides a good margin of safety, enabling full 
operation of the aircraft throughout the flight envelope of the helicopter.  Even under actual emergency 
conditions involving rapid trim changes (engine or tail-rotor failure), pilot reaction and handling can 
prevent mast bumping, provided that the aircraft is within its designed CG envelope.  In order to prevent 
mast bumping, pilots should adhere to the following rules: 
 

a. Avoid low-rotor situations in flight by maintaining RRPM between 90 and 107. 
 

b. Avoid rapid cyclic changes and maintain coordinated flight, eliminating excessive left yaw 
or high-speed lateral (right) sideward flight in the 20 to 30 knot speed ranges. 

 
c. Always fly and manoeuvre within the published authorized G-limitations for the helicopter. 

 
d. Always ensure that your helicopter is loaded within its design capability of fore and aft 

and lateral CG limits; avoid forward CG excesses! CHECK YOUR CHARTS! 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
10. Mast bumping, and subsequent mast failure, is a function of torque once the symmetry of the 
mast has been disturbed by the static stop.  In almost all cases of mast bumping in flight, catastrophic 
failure of the mast is the inevitable outcome.  The majority of accidents associated with mast bumping 
could have been prevented by the pilot.  In summary, prevention of mast bumping can be achieved by  
operating your aircraft within its design capability. 
 

 
DYNAMIC AND STATIC ROLL-OVER 
 
1. In order for dynamic roll-over to be understood, it is necessary first to discuss static roll-over. 
   
 
STATIC ROLL-OVER 
 
2. Static roll-over occurs when a line drawn vertically through the centre of gravity of an object falls 
outside the point of suspension.  Static roll-over will occur if the CG moves outside its point of suspension 
(Figure 20-7) or if the object is placed such that the CG is already outside of its point of suspension 
(Figure 20-8). 
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Figure 20-7 Static Roll-Over: CG Moves Outside Point of Suspension  

 

 
Figure 20-8 Static Roll-Over: CG Already Outside Point of Suspension 
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3. With a helicopter, this can only occur if the aircraft is on a slope.  Static roll-over can occur if the 
CG of the helicopter changes after it has landed on a slope as in the case of embarking or disembarking 
passengers(Figure 20-9) or cargo (Figure 20-10). 
 

 
Figure 20-9  Static Roll-Over: CG Change on Slope (Passenger Embark/Disembark) 

 

 
 

Figure 20-10  Static Roll-Over: CG Change on Slope (Cargo On/Offload) 
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4. Static roll-over of a helicopter can also occur if the helicopter is landed on a slope in such a way 
that the CG falls outside the point of suspension during the landing.  This will only occur with gross 
mishandling of the collective during the landing.  The collective would have to be lowered rapidly enough 
that the downhill ski would make contact with the slope before the pilot could recognize that he had 
insufficient lateral cyclic available to prevent drift.  The inertial build-up by the centre of mass is 
considered conducive to roll-over. 
 
 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 
 
5. The best corrective action is prevention.  To avoid the situation discussed in paragraph 3, 
consider the change of CG before loading or off-loading personnel or cargo.  Prevention of the situation 
discussed in paragraph 4 is achieved by lowering the collective slowly.  A slow lowering of the downhill 
ski will result in the aircraft drifting down the hill before the static roll-over point is reached. 
 
 
DYNAMIC ROLL-OVER 
 
6. Dynamic Roll-over can be considered in two basic variations - downhill and uphill.  Both can 
occur when the helicopter is landing or taking off from a slope less than that required to induce static roll-
over.  The difference between static and dynamic roll-over is that dynamic roll-over implies an introduction 
of motion.  In dynamic roll-over, this motion is provided by the thrust moment from either the main rotor(s) 
and/or the tail rotor or by the inertia of a moving centre of mass. 
 

 

 
  

Figure 20-11 Dynamic Roll-Over 
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DOWNHILL DYNAMIC ROLL-OVER 
 
7. Consider a helicopter safely established on a slope within the static roll-over CG limits, i.e., the 
vertical line through the CG falls inside the point of suspension.  Add to this a lift vector tilted at some 
angle downhill of the vertical and divide the vector into its vertical and horizontal components (Figure 20-
11).  The horizontal component of thrust produces a moment that tends to rotate the aircraft around its 
point of suspension.  If a helicopter is landed on a slope in such a way that even with full cyclic 
displacement toward the top of the hill, the tip path plane is sloped downhill of the horizontal, a situation 
conducive to downhill dynamic roll-over could evolve.  Ironically, the most likely time of roll-over would not 
be in the landing but in the subsequent take-off.  In the landing phase the lift is decreasing, thus the 
horizontal component of lift is decreasing.  However, during the take-off, with inadequate lateral cyclic to 
displace the tip path plane level with the horizon, as the collective is raised, the lift increases and so does 
the horizontal component, ever increasing the rolling moment (Figure 20-12). 
 
 

 
Figure 20-12  Downhill Dynamic Roll-Over 

 
8. The best cure for this situation is prevention.  Slow lowering of the downhill ski will produce lateral 
drift when there is insufficient lateral cyclic available at a time before the downhill ski makes contact with 
the slope.  If the downhill ski is lowered abruptly, a successful landing may be possible, but the 
subsequent take-off may induce dynamic roll-over.  Should the aircraft tend to roll over the downhill ski on 
take-off, lower the collective again and stay on the slope. 
 
 
UPHILL DYNAMIC ROLL-OVER 
 
9. Uphill dynamic roll-over can occur on any slope or, in fact, on level ground.  Its most common 
cause is cyclic mismanagement; however, it can be induced by an out-of-lateral-limits CG.  Uphill 
dynamic roll-over occurs as a result of an increasing lift vector being tilted toward the top of the hill while 
the uphill ski is in contact with the hill.  As in the take-off situation of downhill dynamic roll-over, an 
increase in the total lift vector will also increase its horizontal component, tending to cause the aircraft to 
roll around its point of suspension, which, in this case, is the uphill ski (Figure 20-13). 
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Figure 20-13  Uphill Dynamic Roll-Over 

 
10. This type of roll-over can also occur on flat ground with control mishandling.  The cyclic must be 
laterally displaced so as to tilt the lift vector from the vertical, and the collective must be raised at such a 
rapid rate that the time required for recognition of the necessity for a cyclic adjustment is insufficient, and 
the aircraft rolls in the direction of the cyclic displacement, (Figure 20-14). 
 

 
Figure 20-14  Dynamic Roll-Over From Control Mishandling 
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11. The same result will occur if the CG is outside the lateral cyclic limits of the aircraft, or the 
momentum of the centre of mass of the aircraft is built up beyond the correctable limit.  In the extreme, 
consider one ski anchored to the ground simulating the ultimate CG limit and then increasing the total lift.  
The aircraft would obviously roll around the anchored ski regardless of the cyclic input. 
 
12. The best corrective action in any situation of incipient uphill dynamic roll-over is to decrease the 
horizontal component of lift by either a cyclic adjustment or by lowering collective, or both.  Should the 
rolling moment be due to an out-of-limits lateral CG, this would obviate an adjustment in the load after the 
aircraft is safely back on the ground. 
 
 
EFFECTS OF TAIL-ROTOR THRUST 
 
13. In a helicopter with an anti-clockwise turning main rotor, the tail rotor provides the anti-torque 
force.  To maintain a constant heading, the thrust from the tail rotor is to the right (Figure 20-15). 
 

 
Figure 20-15  Effects Of Tail-Rotor Thrust 

 
14. In the situation of a helicopter landing or taking off from a slope, the effects of tail-rotor thrust 
must be taken into account. 
 
 
DOWNHILL DYNAMIC ROLL-OVER AND TAIL-ROTOR THRUST 
 
15. Because of the addition of tail-rotor thrust toward the downhill couple of the lift vector on a 
helicopter landing left ski first, the aircraft will tend to roll over at a lesser displacement from the vertical 
than a situation in which the right ski contacts the ground first (Figure 20-16).  In other words, the addition 
of tail-rotor thrust allows the helicopter to land on steeper slopes where the right ski touches first then 
slopes where the left ski touches first. 
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Figure 20-16 Downhill Roll-Over and Tail-Rotor Thrust 

 
NOTE 

 
In Figure 20-16, diagram a, tail-rotor thrust is added to the horizontal component of 
lift from the main rotor.  In diagram b, tail-rotor thrust is subtracted from the 
horizontal component of lift. 
 

 
UPHILL DYNAMIC ROLL-OVER AND TAIL-ROTOR THRUST 
 
16. The opposite effect of downhill roll-over and tail-rotor thrust is present in uphill roll-over when 
considering the effect of tail-rotor thrust.  In situations of incipient dynamic roll-over uphill to the right, the 
effects of tail-rotor thrust aggravate the condition (Figure 20-17, diagram a).  In situations of uphill 
dynamic roll-over to the left, the effect of tail-rotor thrust will tend to delay the condition (diagram b). 
 

 
Figure 20-17  Uphill Dynamic Roll-Over And Tail-Rotor Thrust 
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OTHER CONDITIONS LEADING TO ROLL-OVERS 
 
17. Ground Reaction and Surface - It is obvious that to have any real motion about a skid requires 
that forces be generated on the helicopter that have lines of action above the skids.  In other words, a net 
rolling moment must be created for rolling to begin.  Thus, the reactions of the ground on the skids, 
including friction, do not themselves cause rolling around a skid, since they create no moment (Figure 20-
18). 

 
Figure 20-18  Other Conditions Leading to Roll-Over (Ground Reaction and Surface) 

 
18. Ground reactions play an important role, however, in determining whether the helicopter will roll 
or will slide when side forces are applied to it.  Push on a helicopter sitting on ice, and it will probably 
slide.  Do the same thing when it is on rough ground, and it will tilt instead.  Thus, unprepared, high-
friction surfaces are more likely to accompany roll-over incidents than hard, flat, prepared ones. 
 
 
CROSSWINDS AND ROLL-OVERS 
 
19. Winds from the side cause aerodynamic side forces on the fuselage, whose centre of pressure is 
above the skids, and thus contribute to a rolling tendency in the downwind direction (Figure 20-19).   
 

 
Figure 20-19  Other Conditions Leading to Roll-Over (Crosswinds) 
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Each airframe has a characteristic crosswind velocity, which by itself will initiate a roll, depending on the 
weight, vertical centre of gravity, and terrain features.  Normally, this velocity is higher than prudent pilots 
are likely to encounter.  However, operational considerations (mercy flights, rescue, etc) may require a 
pilot to fly in maximum winds for her/his helicopter.  Nonetheless, crosswinds do contribute to roll-overs, 
and some helicopter configurations (those with large side areas, high skids, and narrow skid tracks) are 
more susceptible to this source than others. 

 
 
DYNAMIC ROLL-OVER ACCIDENTS - EXAMPLE 
 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
 
20. The pilot was conducting a command and liaison mission, which involved taking two passengers 
into a brigade landing zone (LZ).  The LZ was snow-covered with a crusty surface and had a slight slope 
to the right.  After the passenger in the left front seat departed, leaving the other passenger in the right 
rear seat, the pilot attempted a take-off to better locate the aircraft on a heading 20° to 30° to the left.  As 
the aircraft lifted, it rolled sharply to the right until the main rotor struck the ground and the aircraft came to 
rest on its right side.  There were no injuries sustained by the pilot or his passenger. 
 
 
INVESTIGATION 
 
21. Investigation determined that there were no mechanical malfunctions prior to the accident.  It 
would appear that the pilot employed normal level-ground take-off techniques from the sloping terrain, 
which, with the lateral CG displaced to the right, allowed the aircraft to move slightly to the right.  As the 
aircraft lifted, the edge of the right ski probably hooked under the crusty snow surface, which prevented 
the skid from sliding or lifting.  Because take-off power was maintained, the helicopter rolled around the 
right skid until the main rotor blades struck the ground.  This appears to be a classic case of dynamic roll-
over. 
 

 
Figure 20-20 Dynamic Roll-Over Accidents  

 
 
VORTEX-RING STATE AND SETTLING WITH POWER 
 
VORTEX RING STATE 
 
1. In most regimes of powered flight the rotor blades displace air downwards through the rotor disc 
(Induced Flow).  Intense vortices form as a result of this process and produce wake turbulence.  These 
are a serious hazard to any aircraft that enter them.  Helicopters, unlike fixed wing aeroplanes, have the 
capability of entering their own wake. 
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2. If the pilot chooses a flight path, airspeed and rate of descent that happens to coincide with the 
helicopter's own wake, the aircraft enters Vortex Ring State.  The vortices formed by the downwash will 
combine with the tip vortices present in all regimes of flight to produce very large lift variations over the 
disc area.  These large lift variations will result in an overall loss of lift.  This results in vibration, buffeting, 
a temporary loss of cyclic authority and an accelerated rate of descent.  An increase in collective pitch in 
this state will intensify the strength of the vortices and will aggravate the symptoms.  Increasing power will 
therefore increase the rate of descent rather then overcome it. 
 
3. The flight path of a helicopter's wake in a descent is impossible for the pilot to predict.  
Downwash velocities vary with the helicopter type.  The flight path and velocity will also be affected by 
collective pitch settings and wind velocities.  Flight conditions where vortex ring is most likely to occur are: 
 

a. partial power applied to the rotor; 
b. low airspeed (20 kts or less); 
c. high rate of descent (300 to 500 feet per minute or more): and 
d. steep angle of approach (30 °or more) 

 
4. Recovery from full Vortex Ring State may be initiated by diving out of the disturbed air or entering 
autorotation.  The loss of altitude during a dive recovery will normally be less than in an autorotative 
recovery. 
      
5. Vortex ring state in powered descent can be prevented by avoiding the flight conditions described 
in paragraph three. 
  
 
POWER SETTLING/SETTLING WITH INSUFFICIENT POWER 
 
6. Even if vortex ring state does not develop, pilots may have insufficient power to come into the 
hover if they mishandle the helicopter.  Pilots should bear in mind that hovering requires a high power 
setting, particularly in nil wind or out-of-wind conditions.  To establish a hover following a steep or vertical 
approach at a high rate of descent requires even more power.  Combined with operational conditions 
(e.g. high DA, high AUW), there may well be insufficient power to prevent a hard landing. (Adopted from 
Transport Canada TP2552 study guide - Helicopter Theory of Flight) 
 
7. This situation results from not taking into account the momentum/inertia of the helicopter.  This 
condition is normally encountered when trying to stop the helicopter from either high-speed forward flight 
(e.g. during a "quick stop") or from a high rate of descent.  Technically, the rotor system cannot induce 
sufficient mass air flow to counter the mass velocity (momentum) of the helicopter in the short period of 
time demanded by the pilot.  In other words, the pilot does not have enough power to both stop the 
helicopter and establish a hover.  The following conditions further reduce the rotor system's ability to stop 
the helicopter: 
 

a. high DA 
b. high AUW 
c. lack of ground effect 
d. loss  of relative airflow 
e. engine power transients following a low collective setting 
f. single engine flight in a multi-engine aircraft 

 
8. Power settling could be a prelude to vortex ring state.  If the rotor system settles into displaced air 
flow, large and increasing descent rates would occur.  Large descent rates would be an indicator of the 
rotor system entering vortex ring state.  Recovery may be initiated during the early stages of power 
settling by using a large amount of excess power to arrest the descent rate. 
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VORTEX-RING STATE ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
 
9. A review of a considerable number of accidents experienced in US army and British army aviation 
units reveals that entering this condition is nearly always the result of poor pilot technique.  Two examples 
of accident summaries are related here. 
 
EXAMPLE 1:  A pilot turns on to final approach to a remote landing site and establishes a steep 
approach with low airspeed to avoid terrain hazards.  Shortly after entering descent he notes he is going 
to overshoot his landing spot.  The pilot reduces collective and eases in aft cyclic, attempting to salvage 
the approach.  As he regains the site picture, he increases collective, but the rate of descent increases.  
He applies more power and the helicopter descends faster.  The aircraft crashes with full power on. 
 
EXAMPLE 2:  A pilot was delivering two loads of troops to tactical locations.  Forecast winds were 
northerly; however, at the first location the pilot estimated surface wind to be light and variable.  Upon 
arrival at the second location he miss-identified the LZ and entered a 180� turning approach at 100 feet 
AGL and 30 kts.  On roll-out he had a very high rate of descent, and, because of wires ahead, he turned 
south (downwind) and kept pulling in collective.  The aircraft crashed in a flat attitude with full power. 
 
10. The moral of these stories is that if things are not going well, do not be afraid to admit to an error.  
If you have misjudged your approach, don't be proud, go around again; otherwise you too could get that 
nasty sinking feeling. 
 
 
LOSS OF TAIL-ROTOR EFFECTIVENESS (LTE) 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. The United States Army Agency for Aviation Safety has compiled considerable data which 
indicate Jet Ranger pilots were involved in crashes resulting from "loss of tail-rotor effectiveness" (LTE).  
In each case, the Jet Ranger had exhibited a tendency to produce uncommanded turns to the right, which 
often developed into a rapid and violent spin.  No evidence of maintenance error or material breakdown 
was found.  In addition, none of the crashed aircraft had exceeded aircraft limitations, such as gross 
weight, centre of gravity, altitude, and airspeed.  Overall, each flight had been properly planned and 
conducted in accordance with correct procedures.  Nevertheless, in each case, the tail rotor failed to 
respond to pedal input, resulting in loss of control and an accident. 
 
 
CONDITIONS CONTRIBUTING TO THE LOSS OF TAIL-ROTOR EFFECTIVENESS 
 
2. Flight tests and wind-tunnel data show that the tail rotor is effective in producing thrust during all 
flight regimes but cannot produce sufficient thrust under some combinations of conditions to arrest right 
yaw rates.  The aircraft’s configuration, pilot technique and various environmental considerations greatly 
affect the amount of tail-rotor thrust needed to directionally control the aircraft at airspeeds between 0 and 
30 kts.  These conditions are described in the following paragraphs. 
 
3. Gross Weight and Density Attitude - An increase in either of these conditions will increase power 
required for any given manoeuvre and thus require more tail-rotor thrust.  Therefore, the pilot should only 
conduct low-level, low-airspeed missions with minimum essential personnel, equipment, and fuel on 
board. 
 
4. Pilot Technique - The pilot allows a right yaw to increase.  Correct and rapid pilot response to an 
uncommanded right yaw is critical.  If response is incorrect or slow, the yaw rate may increase rapidly to a 
point where recovery may not be possible in the terrain or flight regime. 
 
5. Wind Speed and Azimuth - Certain wind azimuths and velocities adversely affect controllability, 
dramatically increase pilot workload and contribute to an environment conducive to the onset of LTE: 
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a. Main Rotor Disc Vortex Interference (relative winds between 285 ° and 315 °) – Winds 

from this relative direction push the main rotor wing tip vortices into the tail rotor, 
increasing the turbulence of the air in which the tail rotor works (Figure 20-21).  This 
turbulent air greatly impacts the angle of attack of the tail rotor blades; 

 
b. Tail Rotor Vortex Ring State (relative winds between 210 ° and 330 °) – Winds from this 

relative direction at speeds of 15 to 20 kts may cause a vortex-ring state to develop 
around the tail rotor system with resulting tail-rotor thrust variations (Figure 20-22); and 

 
c. Weathercock Stability (relative winds between 120 ° and 240 °) – Winds from this relative 

direction will attempt to streamline the aircraft with the nose pointed into wind (Figure 20-
23).  The large vertical areas of the fuselage and vertical stabilizer tend to allow the wind 
to rotate the aircraft around the mast.  As the tail of the aircraft rotates through the critical 
area more surface area becomes affected by the winds.  If a turn rate develops in either 
direction, winds from this relative direction tend to increase the rate of turn.  Right turns 
may accelerate to the point where there is not enough left pedal authority to stop the turn 
and left turns may result in the aircraft being inadvertently positioned in another critical 
wind azimuth orientation. 

 
 

 
Figure 20-21  Main Rotor Disc Vortex Interference 
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Figure  20-22  Tail Rotor Vortex Ring State 

 

 
Figure 20-23  Weathercock Stability 
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6. Low Indicated Airspeeds - At airspeeds below effective translational lift (ETL), the tail rotor is 
required to produce 100 per cent of the directional control.  If the required tail-rotor thrust is not available, 
for whatever reason, the aircraft will yaw to the right. 
 
 
MANOEUVRES CONDUCIVE TO LTE 
 
7. Flight testing has identified four manoeuvres or flight conditions that are conducive to LTE, as 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
   
8. Downwind Turn at Low IAS While Flying in 15+ Kts of Windspeed (Figure 20-24). As the 
helicopter turns downwind, an instantaneous loss of ETL can occur, causing the aircraft to descend 
rapidly.  A power application greater than the power required to hover OGE may be required to arrest the 
descent.  Sufficient tail-rotor thrust to counter the resultant torque increase may not be available, and the 
right yaw rate will continue to develop.  This can occur to any helicopter that has insufficient power to 
hover OGE. 
 

 
Figure 20-24 Manoeuvres Conducive To LTE (Downwind Turn at Low IAS)  

 
9. Into-Wind Turns (Figure 20-25).  The aircraft is being flown downwind at a low IAS with a strong 

tailwind (25 kt), giving the pilot the impression that the aircraft is operating in a safe regime of 
flight (fast apparent groundspeed).  A right turn with the corresponding right pedal input is 
initiated.  As the aircraft continues to turn, it will tend to weathercock upon encountering a right 
quartering tailwind.  The aircraft turn rate will be very rapid, and the radius of the turn short 
because of the low airspeed.  This whipping action caused by the weathercocking effect plus a 
collective increase to prevent a descent may be severe enough to cause an uncommanded 
yawing rotation to the right. 
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Figure 20-25 Manoeuvres Conducive To LTE (Into-Wind Turns) 

 
10. Hovering Turns (Figure 20-26).  If an uncommanded right yaw or pilot control technique allows 
the tail boom of the aircraft to pass through the wind, then forces acting on the vertical fin and fuselage 
will result in weathercocking.  If the pilot does not rapidly stop the yaw rate, the helicopter will continue to 
rotate, with the yaw rate increasing each time that the tail boom passes through the wind.  The 
manoeuvre is likened to a "whipping action". 
 

 
Figure 20-26 Manoeuvres Conducive To LTE (Hovering Turns ) Animation 
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11.       Curved Approach Terminating in a Crosswind Condition (Figure 20-27).   - When this manoeuvre 
is conducted in winds less than 8 kts, the pilot is generally able to prevent the aircraft from drifting 
downwind.  However, in windspeeds of 8 to 10 kts, visual cues and recognition of downwind drift are hard 
to detect.  The helicopter loses ETL, and a large descent rate develops.  The resultant large and rapid 
collective increase to prevent ground or obstacle contact further increases the yaw rate to the right, 
decreases the rotor RPM, and may cause overtemp or overtorque. 
 

 
Figure 20-27 Manoeuvres Conducive To LTE (Curved Approach Terminating in CW Condition ) 

 
 
12. The Jet Ranger is closer to its maximum gross weight than most other aircraft in the Canadian 
Forces inventory; thus, the pilot is consistently operating closer to power and directional control limits.  
For this reason, the aircraft heading should be kept into wind as much as possible when operating at low 
indicated airspeeds.  It should be understood that a right pedal turn induces the left crosswind condition 
discussed earlier.  Also, the right pedal turn is the direction that the aircraft naturally wants to go at slow 
airspeeds, and the rate of turn could increase instantaneously if positive anti-torque heading control is not 
maintained.  Left turns, on the other hand, are in the opposite direction of the aircraft natural yaw 
tendency.  Therefore, turn rates to the left will be easier to control. 
 
 
SUMMARY OF FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO LTE AND SUBSEQUENT ACCIDENTS 

 
13.  In reviewing case histories and flight test results, several important factors were noted that 
collectively resulted in premature autorotation and a mishap: 
 

a. operation at low altitude; 
 

b. operation at low airspeed; 
 

c. possible reliance on apparent groundspeed rather than attitude flying; 
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d. failure to consider wind direction and speed, which resulted in weathercocking and rapid 
turn, possibly catching the pilot off guard; 

 
e. failure to realize that the tail rotor had lost its effectiveness, not failed, which caused the 

pilot to enter autorotation at a critical point in the height/velocity curve, giving him/her little 
chance of a successful autorotation to touch-down. 

 
14. Had any one or two of the conditions in the above paragraph been avoided, mishaps might have 
been averted.  Relating this information to the numerous Jet Ranger mishaps which have occurred as a 
result of loss of tail-rotor control, it can readily be seen that even though no single aircraft limitation may 
be exceeded, control problems and mishaps can occur under certain conditions of flight. 
 
 
PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
 
15. Keep alert and aware of prevailing conditions during any phase of flight. 
 
16. Fly your aircraft with reference to attitude and indicated airspeed as well as apparent 
groundspeed. 
 
17. Always be aware of wind velocity and direction in your area of operation. 
 
18. Exercise anticipation at all times; the longer the day, the greater the need for alertness. 
 
19. Know your aircraft limitations thoroughly; this includes performance charts. 
 
20. Know your own limitations.  
 
 
RECOVERY PROCEDURES 
 
21. Should you encounter LTE, carry out the actions outlined in the following paragraphs. 
 
22. Simultaneously apply full left pedal, forward cyclic, and reduce bank. 
 
 

WARNING 
 
 
Collective reduction will aid in arresting the yaw rate; however, if a vertical rate of descent has 
been established, collective reduction may increase the rate of descent to an excessive value.  
The resultant large and rapid increase in collective to prevent ground or obstacle contact may 
further increase the yaw rate, decrease the rotor RPM, and cause an overtorque and/or overtemp 
condition.  Therefore, the decision to reduce collective must be based on the pilot's assessment 
of the attitude available for recovery. 

 
 
23. If the spin cannot be stopped and a crash is imminent, close the throttle and carry out an 
autorotative landing. 
 

NOTE 

Be aware of the contributing factors that cause loss of tail-rotor effectiveness (such as rough 
handling and permitting one-self to "get behind the aircraft") and always attempt to stay "on top" 
of the situation. PREVENTION is the best cure for loss of tail-rotor effectiveness. 
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CHAPTER 21 

 
WIRE STRIKES 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
1. For the helicopter pilot, wire surveillance is an absolute priority because the majority of helicopter 
operations are conducted at low level.  During training, confined area operations are one example of 
when wire awareness is important. 
 
 
CONDITIONS CONDUCIVE TO WIRE STRIKES 
 
2. CERTAIN LIGHT CONDITIONS - In certain light conditions, wires are almost impossible to see.  
Low sun angles, dark cloudy days, and inclement weather can obscure even the most obvious lines. 
 
3. AIRBORNE POLLUTANTS/SMOG - Industrial areas can be particularly bad when air quality and 
visibility deteriorate from airborne pollutants.  Hydro lines are often concentrated in these industrial areas 
and should always be of concern. 
 
4. FLIGHT OVER WATER - During flight over water in reduced visibility, wires will blend into the 
background and become almost impossible to see. 
 
5. WHITEOUT, RAIN, FOG - Whiteout, rain, and fog are only three of numerous phenomena that 
will disguise otherwise marked wires.  Be vigilant at all times and extremely suspicious when operating 
during times of poor visibility. 
 
 
BASIC RULES FOR WIRE STRIKE PREVENTION 
 
6. The following basic rules should be adopted by all pilots to help prevent wire-strike accidents: 
 

a. RULE NO. 1  
 

The vast majority of wires are found between 20 feet and 200 feet AGL therefore extreme 
vigilance is required when operating between these altitudes. 

 
b. RULE NO. 2 

 
Never fly at an altitude lower than the highest surrounding terrain or structure without first 
determining what other obstructions (such as cables, wires, etc) may be present.  Most wire 
strikes could be prevented if the pilot were to fly 50 feet higher. 

 
c. RULE NO. 3 

 
When landing in an unimproved area, always conduct a high and low reconnaissance.  Until it 
is proven otherwise, assume every field or valley has a wire running across it.  Make a slow 
approach, and give yourself time to look for poles and wires. 
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d. RULE NO. 4 
 

Look for poles or structures - not just wires.  The common denominator for all wire strikes is 
the fact that THE PILOT DID NOT SEE THE WIRES.  Background, sun, and weather all 
make wires difficult to see. 

 
e. RULE NO. 5 

 
Scan the area in front of you, shifting your pattern 180 degrees from left to right.  Constantly 
move your eyes along the horizon to pick up cues to poles and structures. 

 
f. RULE NO. 6 

 
Where there is one pole, there will be more. 

 
g. RULE NO. 7 

 
Always cross at the pole or structure that is higher than the wires.  However, if the static line 
becomes detached from the pole, it will be higher than the pole when adjacent poles are 
located on higher terrain. 

 
h. RULE NO. 8 

 
Don't relax your vigilance after spotting a set of power lines.  There may be another set 
directly in front or behind. 

 
i. RULE NO. 9 

 
If you must fly low, install a wire-strike-protection system (WSPS).  A WSP system may save 
your life. 

 
7. The bottom line is:  THE PILOT IS RESPONSIBLE. 
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